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Sum m ary
This thesis is on the use of a surface reconstruction method called Photom etric Stereo in 
Mashine Vision. In the first part we propose a modification of the m ethod which allows 
one to reconstruct the shape and colour of the surface in the presence of highlights and 
shadows. We also provide an extensive error analysis of the algorithm, concentrating 
on design issues such as choice of thresholds. The second part of the thesis is on 
the subject of illumination direction invariant classification of 3-dimensional textures. 
Using Photom etric Stereo, one can reconstruct the surface shape and infer its statistical 
properties. The learned statistics can be used to predict the behaviour of a class of 
texture features, which in its tu rn  allows one to recognise a 3-dimensional texture under 
unknown illumination.
K e y  w ords: Photom etric Stereo, Colour, 3D Textures, 3D Texture Classification
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Introduction
One of fundamental problems the Machine Vision research field deals with is the infer­
ence of properties of real three-dimensional world objects from two-dimensional images. 
The images we have a t our disposal depend as much on the properties of the objects 
which make up the scene (their colour, reflectivity, shape, position etc.) as on the prop­
erties of the illumination (strength, spectral content, direction etc.) and the properties 
of the capturing device. It is often necessary to describe the inherent properties of a 
scene independently of illumination changes.
In this work we deal with imaged surfaces. Various algorithms from the Shape-from- 
Shading field aim at recovering surface param eters such as local surface orientation. 
We concentrate on a particular algorithm called Photom etric Stereo (PS) [41] which 
separates shape (and to some extent reflectance) properties of an imaged surface from 
illumination effects.
The PS technique uses several images of the same surface taken from the same viewpoint 
but under illuminations with different directions. Thus the changes of the intensities 
in the images depends on the illumination (known or unknown), and variation in sur­
face relief, which can be recovered by combining the information from all images. Let 
us consider a single surface patch. W hen imaged under a particular illumination, it 
produces a camera intensity value which depends on the properties of the illumination 
configuration, the surface reflectance and the surface normal, according to some photo­
metric equation (hence the term  “photometric stereo”). Having several images of the
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same surface patch gives us a system of such equations which can be solved for the sur­
face normal (and possibly some reflectance param eters). For Lam bertian surfaces the 
photom etric equations are linear, and it is enough to have 3 images to recover both a 
local surface normal and an albedo at each point. Various developments of the m ethod 
were offered in later years, utilising different reflectance models and assumptions about 
the surface (see Chapter 2).
One of these methods, proposed by Coleman and Jain [7], suggests using 4 images to 
detect specularities. Under the assumption of nearly Lambertian behaviour outside the 
specularity region, one can detect inconsistency with the Lam bertian model within the 
quadruple of pixels which correspond to an individual surface patch. If such discrepancy 
indeed occurs, one can exclude a highlighted pixel from consideration, and recover 
the local surface gradient from the remaining three pixels. However this highlights 
detection method is susceptible to errors in the presence of shadows, as shadows are also 
inconsistent with the Lam bertian model. The discrepancies detected by the Coleman 
and Jain m ethod may just as well be created by a shadow in a quadruple as by a 
highlight. We used this approach as basis for our research with modifications which 
allow one to differentiate between shadows and highlights. In this thesis we propose 
a combined method for recovering local gradient and colour for 3-dimensional non- 
Lam bertian surfaces from colour images, capable of coping with shadows and highlights.
We also address the issue of performance characterisation of the proposed algorithm. 
The validity of the m ethod can (and should) be experimentally tested not only on a 
variety of real images, but also in controlled synthetic conditions where influence of 
various factors can be assessed separately. At the same time, the analytic approach 
to performance characterisation allows one to predict the accuracy of the outcome 
depending on the initial conditions, as well as offering an explanation to the effects 
different artefacts have on the outcome. Even more importantly, the performance 
analysis helps one to determine vital design features such as threshold values, model 
param eters etc.
In the second part of the work we discuss a particular area of application of the 
Photom etric Stereo method, namely recognition of 3-dimensional textures. Three­
dimensional textures are characterised by variation in surface relief, with or without 
variation in albedo/reflectance. The appearance of a  three-dimensional texture may 
change drastically with direction of illumination, so much in fact th a t a conventional
2-dimensional classifier may not cope with the changes [3]. Therefore it is desirable to 
derive some robust param eters which can be used as illumination direction invariant 
texture descriptors. Much work in 3D surface characterisation was done within the 
framework of the Columbia-Utrecht database [10]. The database consists of a large 
number of images taken under different viewing and illumination configurations. The 
database was set up to develop bidirectional texture models which describe how cer­
tain surface descriptors change under varying viewing or illumination conditions. (A 
detailed survey of connected works can be found in Chapter 2.) Our research is based 
on the image database of a rather different nature to the Columbia-Utrecht database. 
Assuming th a t the surface is always parallel to the image plane of the camera, we use 
the so called photometric stereo sets of images. Each set contains a number of images 
of the same surface seen from the same viewpoint but illuminated from a different di­
rection. From such a set it is possible to recover not only local surface normals, but 
also surface albedo by means of the Photom etric Stereo technique. From the known 
vector field of normals and albedo we can derive a number of second order statistics 
which capture the spatial correlations within and between normal components. These 
statistics help us define the behaviour of a class of texture features under changing 
direction of illumination. Using this knowledge it is possible to recover illumination 
direction from a single image. We also develop an illumination direction independent 
classification system for 3-dimensional textures.
The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we offer a survey of previous work both 
on subject of photometric stereo and classification of 3-dimensional textures. Chapter 
3 develops the 4-source Colour Photom etric Stereo technique for the recovery of surface 
shape and colour in the  presence of highlights and shadows. First, we propose a gen­
eralisation of a linear greyscale PS algorithm for use with colour images. We proceed 
to show how the Coleman and Jain m ethod [7] is susceptible to errors in the presence 
of shadows. We make use of spectral information as an additional cue for detecting 
highlights. However, there are cases when the spectral information is not sufficient for
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the detection of highlights. These cases may be identified, and an alternative method, 
based on comparing a recovered normal with the corresponding specular direction, 
should be applied. Chapter 4 deals with design issues of the proposed m ethod using- 
thorough theoretical and experimental analysis. We consider two types of error which 
can affect the performance of the algorithm: the imaging noise introduced during the 
image acquisition stage, and the illumination error which results from errors in the 
estimation of the illumination param eters. We give a full theoretical treatm ent to both 
kinds of error here, and use experiments to confirm our conclusions. In addition, we 
present guidelines as to how a photometric stereo rig should be designed so th a t the 
errors are minimised. Chapter 5 is devoted to application of the photometric stereo 
method to recognition of three-dimensional textures. First we briefly discuss the role 
of colour and shape descriptors in the texture recognition as well as possible ways of 
texture classification from a full photometric set of images. Then we proceed to a more 
difficult and interesting task of texture recognition from a single greyscale image. We 
show how a particular class of texture features depends on illumination. Using the 
established behaviour of these features, for a single image it is possible to find the 
illumination under which it was rendered. Therefore for a single input image we can 
determine the most probable illumination direction and derive predicted texture fea­
tures for every texture in a given database. We then choose the texture on which the 
difference between predicted and actual features is the smallest. We dem onstrate our 
method on a photometric database of real images. Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the 
work, highlights our contribution, and outlines possible ways of further research.
P u b lic a tio n s  The results produced by this research were reported in a number of 
publications.
Conference papers:
1. Svetlana Barsky, M aria Petrou. ”Colour Photom etric Stereo: Simultaneous Re­
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ings of International Conférence on Computer Vision, 2001, vol. 2, pp.600-605
2. M aria Petrou, Svetlana Barsky. ’’Shadows and highlights detection in 4-source
colour photometric stereo” Proceedings of International Conference on Image Pro­
cessing, 2001, vol.3, pp. 967-970
3. Svetlana Barsky, M aria Petrou. ’’Classification of 3D rough surfaces using color 
and gradient information recovered by color photometric stereo” International 
Symposium on Multispectral Image Processing and Pattern Recognition, 2001, 
SPIE Proceedings Vol. 4553 ( “Visualization and Optimization Techniques”) 
pp .10-19
Journal publications:
1. M. Petrou, S. Barsky and M. Faraklioti. “Texture analysis as 3D surface rough­
ness” . Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis, January 2001, Vol.l, No. 3, pp. 
616-632
2. S. Barsky and M. Petrou. ’’The 4-source photometric stereo technique for 3- 
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tions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence , October 2003, Vol.25, No. 
10, pp. 1239-1252
3. S. Barsky and M. Petrou ’’Design issues for a colour photometric stereo system” 
Subm itted to Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision (July 2003)
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey
2.1 P h otom etric  Stereo
The photometric stereo m ethod has been around for 20 years now, and it has received 
an extensive theoretical and experimental treatm ent. I t  was conceived by W oodham 
[41] [42] who first used it to recover local surface normals. The method was based on the 
use of the so called reflectance maps in the form of look-up tables. These tables were 
obtained by means of a  calibrating sphere made of the same material as th a t of the 
imaged surface, which allowed one to map obtained sets of intensities directly to surface 
normals. Since then the idea was extended to recover not only surface normals but also 
some reflectance param eters for a number of reflectance models. In what follows we 
discuss the existing PS techniques for both greyscale and colour images.
G re y sca le  im ages The vast m ajority of the existing body of work in the PS field 
deals with greyscale images.
For Lam bertian surfaces the photometric equations are linear, which allows one to 
formulate the problem in a m atrix form. Inverting a system of linear equations makes 
it possible to recover the unknown albedo as well as the gradient from three image 
intensities for every surface patch (see Section 3.3.1). Therefore by using three images 
of a 3-dimensional Lam bertian surface in the absence of shadows one can successfully 
separate the surface shape and the pattern  on the surface produced by varying albedo.
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In the case of Lam bertian surfaces with spatially uniform albedo the system of pho­
tometric equations becomes over-conditioned, and the “surplus” information may be 
used in a variety of ways, for example, to find outliers [42], or reconstruct unknown 
illumination directions (up to an unknown rotation) and strengths [43]. In this connec­
tion we should also mention the so-called “bas-relief ambiguity” [1]: an object’s visible 
surface f { x , y )  is undistinguishable from a generalised bas-relief transform ation of the 
object, f { x , y )  =  Xf ( x , y )  + px  -f- lyy. For each image of the object illuminated by an 
arbitrary  number of distant light sources, there exists an identical image of the trans­
formed object illuminated by similarly transform ed light sources. This implies that 
given any number of images taken from a fixed viewpoint under unknown illumination, 
one cannot be able to distinguish any two surfaces th a t differ by a generalised bas-relief 
transform ation.
A large amount of research is devoted to the recovery of reflectance param eters (of 
some particular reflectance model) along with the local gradient. Estim ation of the 
reflectance param eters can be performed locally (provided we have a sufficient number 
of images), and therefore such algorithms are suitable for surfaces with spatially vari­
able reflectance. Nayar, Ikeuchi and Kanade [26] applied PS using a so called hybrid 
reflectance model. Tagare and deFigueiredo [39] developed the theory of photometric 
stereo for the class of m-lohe reflectance maps. Their research was continued by Kay 
and Caelly [16] who investigated the problem from a practical point of view, applying 
non-linear regression to a large number of input images.
The above m ethods recover both surface orientation and reflectance param eters but 
they require quite a lot of images, and the algorithms are fairly complicated. Since 
many non-Lambertian surfaces exhibit near-Lambertian behaviour outside their regions 
of specularity, it is a very attractive option to apply the linear algorithm, developed 
for Lam bertian surfaces, to surfaces with non-Lambertian reflectance, and treat high­
lights as deviations from the Lam bertian law. Brelstaff and Blake [2] proposed to 
detect specular reflections using Lam bertian constraints from a single greyscale image: 
specularities are detected by identifying rapid brightness variations th a t violate Lam­
bertian like behaviour. Another technique was proposed by Coleman and Jain [7], who 
used a fourth image in a photometric set to detect and exclude highlights. We use a
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modification of this m ethod in this thesis, and discuss it in more detail later.
C o lo u r im ages The information in the colour image of a Lam bertian surface illumi­
nated by a single light source is redundant since the photometric equations for individ­
ual colour bands are linearly dependent. An efficient way to use this redundancy is to 
perform a conventional PS method using a single colour image of a Lam bertian surface 
under a complex illumination rather than  three greyscale images [12] [13] [11] [29]. The 
surface should be illuminated by several light sources which are spectrally distinct and 
their directions do not lie in the same plane. This m ethod is called Shape-from-Colour. 
In [14] it was applied to the task of face recognition. Kontsevich et al [20] considered 
a similar approach.
Christensen and Shapiro [6] introduced the method of colour photometric stereo (CPS) 
for surfaces with an arbitrary  reflectance. The m ethod is a generalisation of [41], and 
also uses look-up tables. The disadvantage of this method is th a t the surface should be 
either uniformly coloured, or its colours should form distinct separable clusters in the 
colour space, which significantly restricts the choice of acceptable surfaces. Another 
disadvantage is the need for a  preliminary calibration. On the plus side, this m ethod 
is not restricted by any specific reflectance model.
According to the dichromatic reflection model [17], a general reflectance function can be 
modelled as the sum of a m atte  (Lambertian, body) and a specular (surface) component. 
Incorporating spectral information into conventional Shape-from-Sliading techniques 
gives a  welcome advantage. See, for example, Lee and Bajcsy [21], who used a spectral 
differencing algorithm to detect specularities from multiple images. They, however, 
varied the pose of the object rather than the illumination.
Assuming a dichromatic reflection model, Schliins and W ittig [31] also used colour 
information to develop a colour PS technique for non-Lambertian surfaces without 
precalibration. They attem pted to recover the surface param eters directly from the 
three input colour images using colour histograms. They worked out the illumination 
and body chromaticities directly from the histogram, and then decomposed the image 
pixels into linear combinations of m atte  and specular components. This m ethod was
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not tried on real surfaces. In an ideal case all image pixels lie on a plane spanned by 
the chromaticity vectors of the body and the illumination colours. Such pixels indeed 
are easy to decompose into linear combinations according to the dichromatic reflection 
theory. If, however, histograms are not planar, the decomposition coefficients are not 
reliable. In real surfaces there are always variations in the colour, and there are always 
errors, so histograms are rarely planar. Another difficulty is presented by saturated  
pixels. They appear when the irradiance of a surface facet exceeds the capacity of image 
sensors, and the pixel becomes white. A white pixel can only be decomposed uniquely, 
thus all saturated  pixels yield the same decomposition. In real pictures highlights often 
are saturated, and in this method the highlighted areas will be recovered as flat patches.
2.2 3D  tex tu re  classification
The interest in three-dimensional textures is a relatively recent phenomenon. The def­
inition of a three-dimensional texture can be given in a variety of contexts. Sometimes 
the term  refers to rough surfaces, which are described in term s of roughness param eters 
such as slope distribution (e.g. fractal surfaces). Effects of changing illumination and 
viewing directions for these surfaces are often studied as bidirectional reflection distri­
bution function as, for example, was done by Stavridi, van Ginneken and Koenderink 
[35] in their research of texture of bricks and tiles. Often under a 3D texture people 
understand 2-dimensional texture m apped on a 3-dimensional surface (as in, for exam­
ple, a folded patterned cloth). In this case it is possible to infer the shape of the surface 
from transform ations of the textural pattern  due to variations in surface orientation 
and depth. There exists a large body of work in the Shape-from-Texture approach, for 
example, [27] [25] [37]. However, the surfaces of this kind are in essence 2-dimensional, 
and we do not consider them  in our work. Another example of a 3D texture is a per­
pendicular texture, which consist of elements being normal to the surface [22]. In this 
thesis we adopted the following approach. A 3-dimensional texture is a surface with 
local variations of surface normals on scales larger than  a pixel, which are distributed 
about its global normal, and with or without spatial variations in surface reflectance.
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C U R e T  te x tu r e  d a ta b a s e  Much work in 3D texture characterisation was done 
within the framework of the Columbia-Utrecht texture database [10]. The database 
consists of a large number of images of the same surface taken under different viewing 
and illumination configurations. It contains 61 textures, each represented by at least 
205 images. The database was set up to develop bidirectional texture models which 
describe how certain surface descriptors change under varying viewing or illumination 
conditions.
The histogram texture model [8] proposed by Dana and Nayar describes 3D textures 
in terms of bidir'ectional histograms. The model takes into consideration shadowing, 
occlusion and foreshortening effects. To derive such a model, the authors assume th a t 
the surfaces are Lam bertian with constant albedo, and th a t the surface normals are 
distributed as Gaussian about the global normal of the surface. The model predicts 
the behaviour of the image intensity histograms under varying illumination and viewing 
directions. The correlation model [9] considers the spatial correlation between surface 
normals adopting a particular model of surface normal vector distribution. The authors 
consider behaviour of the correlation length in the images only under changes in viewing 
direction, leaving the illumination constant. The role of surface descriptor in this case 
is given to the correlation length of the surface. While these models offer a valuable 
theoretical insight, they exclude albedo variation.
Another 3-dimensional surface description involves calculation of the distribution of 
3D textons [23]. 3-dimensional textons are tokens which represent certain textural ele­
ments (e.g. ridges, grooves, spots etc.) and their response to changing conditions. The 
texton vocabulary is built using clustering techniques on a large ensemble of so called 
appearance vectors. Appearance vector are in essence concatenated outputs of linear 
Gaussian derivative filters for a small surface neighbourhood under different viewing 
and illumination geometry. The ensemble of such vectors is formed using all textures in 
the database. A clustering teclmique allows one to cut down this ensemble to a library 
of about 100 textons. The distribution of textons is then used as a surface description. 
This approach captures efficiently and accurately essential appearance characteristics 
of 3D textures. However it offers no explicit analytical model for behaviour of the
3-dimensional texture under changing imaging geometry. Varma and Zisserman [40]
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argue tha t for a successful classification one does not need filters at all. They use sim­
ilar technique on vectors of intensities which comprise a Markov neighbourhood in the 
image instead of vectors of concatenated filter outputs. The obtained “intensity” tex­
ton dictionary achieves striking results, surpassing classification performance of recent 
state-of-the art filter bank based classifiers.
P h o to m e tr ic  S te re o  d a ta b a s e :  P h o T e x  Our work is based on an image database 
of a rather different nature to the CUReT database. We concentrate on illumination 
changes only, assume that the surface is always parallel to the image plane of the camera, 
and use photometric stereo sets of images. Each set contains a number of images of the 
same surface seen from the same viewpoint but illuminated from a different direction. 
This means th a t we have several registered intensity values for each (visible) small 
patch of the surface. From such a set it is possible to recover not only local surface 
normals, but also surface albedo by means of the photometric stereo technique. From 
the known vector field of normals and albedo, which are recovered with the help of PS, 
one can derive some useful surface descriptors.
Application of the photometric stereo m ethod to 3-dimensional textures drew some 
attention in the recent years. We can mention works by Smith et al. [33] [32] who used 
distribution of recovered surface normals to characterise 3D textures, and by Llado et al 
[24] on the classification of 3D textures using colour photometric stereo under varying 
resolutions. The Texture Lab at Heriot-W att University offered a line of research similar 
to the one we are using in this thesis [5] [4] [28]. The authors considered a class of filtering 
texture features, and the response of these features to changes in illumination direction. 
They offered an analytical model of illumination tilt angle feature response as Lissajous 
ellipses. The model was subsequently utilised for the purposes of illumination-direction- 
invariant texture classification. However, the model uses restrictive assumptions about 
textured surfaces, and it does not offer an explicit form of surface description. We shall 
discuss their work in more detail later. Koenderink and Pont [18] analyse responses to 
irradiance direction for isotropic Gaussian random Lam bertian surfaces, using gradient 
and Hessian of the images as function of illumination tilt and slant angles. Calculating-- 
covariance matrices of second and third order derivatives, the authors arrived at an
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explicit form of illumination dependency. They also show th a t second order statistics 
are necessary for illumination direction recovery.
3D  te x tu r e s  a n d  co lo u r Though we do not directly address the question of clas­
sification of colour images in our research, we find it useful to discuss some of the 
existing approaches to the problem. Use of colour as a cue for 2D texture recognition 
is an acknowledged efficient approach. Much of the research in this area is based on 
modelling the distribution of colour pixel values corresponding to objects. Properties 
of colour distribution are often used for recognition (e.g. colour indexing developed by 
Swain and Ballard [38]). There is a significant body of work devoted to illumination- 
spectrum-invariant recognition of 2-dimensional textures (Colour Constancy). We can 
mention, for example, Healey and Wang [15], who used spatial correlation functions 
within and between colour bands as texture invariants, and showed their behaviour 
under illumination with different spectral characteristics.
There is not much work on the 3-dimensional colour texture recognition. Kondepudy 
and Healey [19] offered a modification of the spatial colour correlation m ethod which 
allows one to recognise a  colour 2D texture under different surface orientations, it is 
done by calculating colour correlation functions for each texture in the database, and 
then finding a transform ation which establishes the correspondence between the colour 
correlation functions, calculated for a given image, and each of the database ones. 
Later Suen and Healey [36] proposed a technique for recognition of real-world colour 
3D textures based on the CUReT texture database. Again, they used colour correlation 
functions, which were calculated for each of the 205 images of the same texture. Each 
colour correlation function was presented as a vector. An SVD technique was applied 
to determine the dimensionality of such a vector ensemble, and find the basis of the 
subspace they all lie in. The dimensionality is 1 for 2D textures, and is higher for 
more complex 3D textures. The classification of an input texture image is done in 
the following way. First, its colour correlation function vector is calculated. The image 
texture belongs to one of the database textures or not, according to whether this vector 
lies in the corresponding subspace of colour correlation functions or not.
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Chapter 3
Colour P hotom etric Stereo in the  
presence of highlights and  
shadows
3.1 In troduction
The motivation for this work is the problem of illumination-invariant characterisation of 
three-dimensional surfaces with unknown reflectivity, which, however, can be assumed 
to be well approximated by a Lam bertian component plus a specular component. Under 
“illumination-invariant” we understand “illumination direction invariant” , leaving the 
problem of spectral illumination invariance outside the scope of this work.
Our ultim ate goal is to describe 3-dimensional surfaces in a way th a t is invariant to 
the direction of illumination. We assume th a t a surface is not necessarily Lambertian, 
and th a t the reflectance param eters may vary along the surface. We do not assume 
any prior knowledge about the surface, so we can not use preliminary calibration. We 
also want to keep the algorithm practical and easy to implement, therefore the number 
of images in a photometric set should be kept relatively low. For these reasons the
4-source PS method proposed by Coleman and Jain [7] is a rather appealing option.
We use colour rather than greyscale images, because for non-Lambertian surfaces the
15
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n (unit) surface normal
=  / U ,  /c = k th  illumination vector
[L] : A  X 3 illumination m atrix
greyscale pixel in k th  image
P (for greyscale images) albedo
a colour pixel in k-th  image
[I] : K x  A (for colour images) intensity m atrix
C  =  ( C i , . . . , C ^ ) : ^ body colour
S =  [L]n ’’shading” vector
a :  [ T ] ^ a  =  0 vector which defines subspace of all Lam bertian quadruples
w chromaticity of incident light (presumed known)
m s strength of specular component
v^‘ specular direction of A:th illuminant
T/v, T l, Tc, T]j algorithm thresholds
Table 3.1: Table of nomenclature for Chapter 3.
spectral content of the images gives an additional cue for the detection of speculari­
ties. Usually, to detect highlights in colour images by spectral difference, some global 
technique is employed, which often involves building colour histograms of the input 
images (e.g. [31][21]). We, on the other hand, compare colour pixels locally, for each 
surface facet individually. This allows us to consider rough surfaces with spatially vari­
able reflectance (i.e. surface textures). However, for surfaces whose colour is close to 
the colour of the illuminant (e.g. grey surfaces in white light), the spectral difference 
m ethod does not work. For such surfaces we propose an alternative technique which 
compares the recovered normals with specular directions. This method is less reliable 
than  the spectral difference method, but it also gives good results.
3.2 A ssu m p tions, term s and n otation
We assume that both camera and light source are far away from the surface, so the 
viewing direction and illumination direction are constant across the surface. We choose
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im age plane
normal
surface S
Zif
illuminant
Figure 3.1: Imaging set-up.
the coordinate system so th a t the image plane coincides with the xy  plane, and the 
2  axis coincides with the viewing direction (see Fig. 3.1). Then the surface can be 
described by a 2D height function z = S{x,y) .
For every point on the surface we can define its gradient components: p =  g =  
and the normal unit vector n^:
n  =
We assume th a t the surface in question can be approximated by a collection of flat 
patches (each corresponding to an image pixel). Then for each surface patch a local 
normal n  refers to its slope with respect to the camera-based coordinate system.
We do not assume smoothness or even integrability of the surface. Each surface patch 
is considered in isolation from the others, thus enabling us to apply the algorithm to 
fairly rough surfaces. However, we assume th a t the roughness of the surface manifests 
itself at scales larger than the pixel resolution, so we assume th a t each surface patch of 
pixel size is smooth.
‘Throughout the chapter small bold letters refer to unit vectors
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The illumination is described by vector L which points from the surface towards the 
illumination source. Illumination vector L can be represented as the product of unit 
vector 1 which defines the illumination direction, and a scalar p, proportional to the 
illumination strength, so th a t L =  p\. If we have several illumination sources, we 
denote them  using a superscript: L ^ ,. . . ,  where K  is the number of light sources. 
We assume th a t all the illuminants have the same spectral content, but their strengths 
may vary. The case of spectrally different illumination requires different treatm ent and 
is not considered in this chapter.
In this work we consider four different sources at directions such tha t no three of them 
lie in the same plane. Additional requirements to the illumination set-up are discussed 
in Appendix A.
A pixel, obtained by a camera with A  sensors in each cell, can be represented by a vector 
in an yl-dimensional colour space. A colour pixel, obtained by the k th  illuminant, is 
denoted by =  ( i f , . . . ,  A grey-scale pixel, obtained under the k th  illuminant, is 
denoted by I q .
The notion of Lam bertian colour we use in this work incorporates not only the surface 
reflectance properties, but also the spectral properties of the illumination, and the 
sensitivity of the camera sensor. Thus one should keep in mind th a t the recovered 
“colour” depends on the illumination and the camera used for experiments.
Suppose th a t the surface is illuminated by light with spectral distribution p8{X),  where 
p  is a param eter proportional to the strength of the light. The Lam bertian surface 
reflectance function is (l-n)7?.(A) (where 1 is the illumination direction, and (•) represents 
the dot product of two vectors), and the sensitivity function of the a -th  camera sensor 
is Q c v ( A ) .  Then the value recorded by the a th  sensor is:
/OO poo/ i£(A)( l-n)K(A)C„(A)rfA =  ( L - n )  /  £(A)'R.(A)Qc(A)<iA (3.1)-OO J ~ oo
The factor Ca =  J^^£{X)TZ{X)Qp.{X)dX does not depend on the geometry of the scene, 
and we refer to vector C =  ( C i , . . . ,C ^ ) ^  as the “body colour” . For a more rigor­
ous treatm ent of the subject see, for example, [11]. W hen talking about greyscale 
images, we have only one equation (3.1), and we shall use the term  “albedo” for
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p = J^^S{X)TZ{X)Q{\)dX,  where Q{X) is the sensitivity of the camera sensor. Note 
tha t factor p is proportional to the true surface albedo in the case of a white illuminant, 
and fiat camera spectral response.
3.3 P h otom etric  S tereo for L am bertian surfaces
3.3.1 G reyscale P h otom etric  Stereo (G P S) for Lam bertian surfaces
Let us consider a Lam bertian surface patch with albedo p and normal n, illuminated 
in turn  by three illumination sources with directions L^, L^, and L^. In this case we 
can express the intensities of the obtained (greyscale) pixels as:
Jg =  p(L^ • n), where /c =  1,2,3. (3.2)
We stack the pixel intensities to obtain the pixel intensity vector Ig =  ( /g ,/g ,/g )^ . 
We also stack the illumination vectors row-wise to form the illumination matrix [L] = 
(L bL ^ ,L ^)^ . (The square brackets are used throughout to denote matrices).
Then (3.2) could be rew ritten in m atrix form:
lo =  p[L]u (3.3)
If the three illumination vectors do not lie in the same plane, then m atrix [L] is 
non-singular and can be inverted, giving:
[L ]~^ Iq =  pn
Since n has unit length, we can estimate both the surface normal (as the direction 
of the obtained vector) and the albedo (as its length). If we have more than  three 
input images, the illumination m atrix [L] is not square and cannot be inverted directly. 
Following the standard Least Square Error procedure, we can recover the albedo and 
the normal as:
pn =  ([L]^[L])"^[L]^Iq 
Ex tra  images allow one to recover the surface param eters more robustly.
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3 .3 .2  C P S  for L a m b e r tia n  su r fa ces
Let us now assume th a t we have 3 colour images of the same Lam bertian surface from 
the same viewpoint, illuminated in tu rn  by 3 illumination sources, which are described 
by the illumination m atrix [L]. The intensity triplets I^, and I^, produced by a 
surface patch (under each of the 3 illumination arrangements), are described by:
=  =  (L“ - n ) C
where vector C is the colour of the surface patch, C =  (G,C^,C{,), in the sense we 
discussed earlier. Let us denote the scalar product (L*^  • n) by s^, so th a t we can form 
a “shading” vector S =  ( s \  s^)^ =  [L]n, which shows the dependence of image
intensities on the strength and direction of illumination. If we stack the pixel vectors 
row-wise to obtain the intensity matrix [/] =  ( l \  I^, I^)^, we can write:
' IÎ 4 4 ' S^ Cr s^C, s'Cj
I! l i — «% s^Ct
.4 II I'i S^ Cr _
=  s c ^ (3.4)
Note th a t while the ^ th  row of m atrix [/] is the /cth input pixel I^, its Ith  column is 
the intensity vector Ij for the Ith  colour band. Equation (3.4) describes the intensity 
m atrix in the ideal, noiseless case. However, in real d a ta  there is always a certain degree 
of noise, and the observed intensity m atrix differs from the “ideal” m atrix. We want 
to find such estimates of n  and C for which the error between their m atrix product 
on the right hand side of equation (3.4) and the observed m atrix [/] is minimal. This 
can be done by applying the Least Square Error technique, which results in the desired 
estimates for colour and shading vectors being the principal eigenvectors of matrices 
[7]^[7] and [7] [7]  ^ respectively.
Intuitively these estimates can be interpreted as follows. For a Lam bertian surface 
patch the three colour pixels corresponding to it are collinear in the RGB space, and 
differ only by a scalar factor, i.e. the shading of the patch under a particular illu­
mination. Introduced errors may disturb the collinearity, therefore we use Principal 
Component Analysis to find their principal direction. The principal direction gives us
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the chromaticity. (We understand chromaticity as a unit vector, collinear with body 
colour in the colour space.)
By determining the chromaticity of the body colour, and projecting all input pixels 
on the principal colour line, we reduce the problem to the grey-scale case, where the 
projections play the role of grey-scale intensities. Applying the GPS algorithm to this 
intensity vector, we get the optimal estimation of the surface gradient and the norm of 
C.
This method can be easily extended to more than  3 input images, say, M  images. We 
estimate the surface chromaticity using all M  colour pixels by finding the principal 
eigenvector of the corresponding colour correlation matrix. Using this chromaticity, we 
produce M  “intensities” by projecting all pixels on the principal colour line. These 
intensities are then used as the input for the appropriate GPS method.
3.4 T he problem  o f h ighlights and shadow s
If the algorithm of Section 3.3.2 is applied to a triplet which has a highlight or a shadow, 
the recovery will be affected: the recovered colour will appear different than  it would 
in the absence of highlights and shadows, and the recovered normal will lean more 
towards the light source which produced the highlight, or away from the source which 
produced a shadow.
The method proposed by Coleman and Jain [7] uses 4 images of the same surface to 
detect highlights in the absence of shadows. This is done by comparing the albedos 
recovered from all four possible triplets of pixels, under the assumption th a t the spec­
ularity regions do not intersect. If the albedos differ significantly, it should be due to 
a highlight. The three largest albedos must be affected by the highlight, therefore the 
triplet producing the smallest albedo contains only the Lam bertian component, and is 
used for recovery.
However, many natural surfaces produce cast and self-shadows when illuminated by 
directipnal light. The variation of the above method, proposed by Solomon and Ikeuchi 
[34], takes self-shadows into consideration. Solomon and Ikeuchi considered a unit
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hemisphere of surface normals, illuminated by all four illuminants at once. The hemi­
sphere was naturally divided into regions: those illuminated by all four illuminants, 
by three illuminants, and only by two illuminants. Different strategies were suggested 
for detecting specularities and local surface recovery for each of the regions. Their 
algorithm effectively used self-shadows as an aid to local gradient recovery.
This m ethod has, however, several shortfalls. F irst of all, it excludes cast shadows. 
Cast shadows will be interpreted by the algorithm as self-shadows. The gradient of 
a self-shadowed facet is restricted, whereas the gradient of a cast-shadowed facet has 
no restrictions at all, and using erroneous restrictions leads to an incorrect gradient 
reconstruction. The second problem which prevents us from using this m ethod is th a t 
there is no indication as to how to detect shadows. In real images, shadows are rarely 
perfectly black, so they cannot be identified easily by simple thresholding. The shadow 
value depends on the strength and direction of illumination, so there is always a range 
of shadow values even for surfaces with spatially uniform albedo. For surfaces with 
varying albedo the uncertainty in shadow detection is even bigger: shadow values in 
bright areas may be brighter than non-shadows in dark areas.
Both highlights and shadows are unexpected changes in pixel intensities, the only dif­
ference being th a t highlights elevate the affected value, and shadows lower it. Let us 
consider a surface patch with albedo p and normal n. Under a 4-source image configu­
ration (and for grey images) this patch gives rise to four pixel values, /^ , k = 1 , . . .  ,4, 
one in each image:
(3.5)
Each triplet has illumination m atrix associated with it, which is made up
from the corresponding illumination vectors. Using the algorithm from Section 3.3.2, 
we obtain four recovered vectors I^ d . If all values are non-shadowed
Lam bertian, the recovered vectors should be identical. Suppose, however, th a t one of 
the values is not a non-shadowed Lam bertian (without loss of generality, let it be T^). 
Then:
= p{n • L"^ ) -f- e
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If is a highlight, e is positive. If is a self-shadow, the scalar product (n • L^) is 
negative, and e is positive, because > 0. If is a cast shadow, then e is negative.
Let us now compute :
t O )  =  [[Ljtil] l( ')  =  pn +  e [[L]f*}] (0,0,1)^
T<2> =  [lL](2}]"h(2> = p n  +  e [ [L ] (2 } ]" h o .l .O f
t P )  =  [|L]t^>] =  pn +  6 [li](^>] ~ h l ,  0 ,0 )’’
T(") 5  = p n
Comparing the various we can see th a t the difference in the recovered vectors
depends only on the value and the sign of e. For fixed e the recovered albedos will exhibit 
the same variance either they were affected by shadows or by highlights. Therefore one 
can not distinguish between highlights and shadows using variance in the recovered 
albedos as the only cue. Nevertheless, since highlights appear under rather specific 
circumstances, we have several other cues for separating shadows from highlights.
3.5 D etectio n  o f h ighlights and shadow s
We assume that shadows and highlights can be treated as disturbances in non-shadowed 
Lam bertian photometric quadruples. We also assume th a t surface reflectance can be 
modelled adequately by the dichromatic reflection model.
3.5.1 Identifying quadruples unaffected by shadows and highlights
In the 3-dimensional world any 4 vectors are linearly dependent. So any 4 illumination 
vectors are also linearly dependent, i.e. there exist real coefficients a&, A: =  1 , . . . ,  4, 
such that:
a\lA  -j- ci2L  ^ -|- -j- =  0
If we multiply both sides of this vector equation by a local surface normal n and albedo 
p, we obtain:
a ip ijA  ' n) H- a2 p(L^ • n) -h agp(L^ • n) +  a4 p(L^ • n) =  0
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This is equivalent to:
T  T  ag7^ -f-  ^ =  0 (3.6)
In other words, linear dependence of the illuminant vectors leads to the same linear 
equation for the corresponding pixel intensities, if the Lam bertian assumption holds.
We can rewrite equation (3.6) in vector form:
a  • I  — 0
where a  =  (ai, a 2 , ag, U4 )^. This means th a t any non-shadowed Lam bertian quadruple 
of pixel intensities is perpendicular to a, i.e. for a specific illumination configuration all 
non-shadowed Lam bertian quadruples form a hyperplane in the 4-dimensional intensity 
space, no m atter what albedo and normal the corresponding surface facets have. Vector 
a  can be directly calculated from the illumination m atrix as an eigenvector of m atrix 
[LL'^] which corresponds to the zero eigenvalue.
The hyper plane is defined by the coefficient vector a, which could be computed directly 
from the known illumination vectors, or, in the case when the illumination configuration 
is unknown, by using the Least Square Errors approximation, provided, of course, that 
the number of quadruples affected by shadows and highlights is comparatively small.
Note th a t the value a  I is exactly (up to the sign) equal to the error e we saw in the 
previous section. Therefore we propose a simpler version of the Coleman-Jain method, 
where we detect large values of e directly from intensity values rather than from large 
variance in the recovered albedos.
For colour images the same relationship is true for each colour band. However, there 
could be weaker and stronger colour bands, therefore we compare the values of pro­
jections of the input colour pixels along the principal colour line rather than  use the 
actual values in each colour band separately.
3.5.2 H ighlight d etection  using colour
One of the im portant cues for distinction between highlights and shadows is the colour 
of the input pixels.
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According to the dichromatic reflection theory [17], a highlighted pixel I  can be decom­
posed into the sum of the m atte (body) component and specular (surface) component:
I  =  m e + m gw  (3.7)
where c is the chromaticity of the body colour, w  is the chromaticity of the illuminant, 
and m  and m s  are geometric scaling factors, or strengths of the corresponding compo­
nents. If we consider highlights as deviations from the Lam bertian law, we can use the 
specular strength m g  to measure the “specular” error.
Let us assume th a t we know illumination chromaticity w  (it can be, for example, 
estimated on the calibration stage). We estim ate the surface chromaticity c using the 
m ethod of Section 3.3.2. We can uniquely decompose I along c and w, obtaining:
m .  =  ( I (3. 8)1 — (c • w)"'
We can detect highlights by an appropriate thresholding of m^: having chosen a thresh­
old Tc, we declare th a t the brightest pixel is a highlight if m s  calculated by (3.8) exceeds 
Tc.
Note tha t though we attem pt to decompose a highlighted pixel, we do not use the 
decomposition for recovery as in [31]; we use it only to detect deviation from body 
colour.
3.5.3 A n alternative solution
The method described above works rather well when the colour of the surface and the 
incident light are distinctly different. However, if the difference between chromaticities 
of the body colour and the incident light is small, then the variation in pixel colour 
due to highlighting becomes indistinguishable from the variation due to the imaging 
process. In terms of equation (3.8) this means th a t the denominator is getting close to 
zero, and the spectral difference algorithm for highlight detection is not applicable.
Then we must use an alternative solution. We define for each light source with direction 
1^  its specular direction v^:
z1 ^ -
|1* - z j
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where z is the unit vector directed along the z axis. This is the direction with which the 
surface normal should coincide in order to reflect light specularly towards the camera. 
Having identified a quadruple as problematic, we exclude the brightest pixel (as a 
possible highlight) from consideration, and reconstruct the surface colour and local 
gradient using the three darkest pixels. It can be shown (see Appendix B) th a t if there 
is a perfect shadow in the triplet, then the recovered normal will be forced onto the 
shadow-line of the corresponding source. Brightening the shadow lifts the recovered 
normal towards the source. Therefore if the reconstructed normal direction is close 
to the corresponding specular direction and is sufficiently far from the shadow-lines of 
the other light sources, we conclude th a t the brightest pixel is indeed a highlight. We 
measure the closeness of the recovered normal and the specular direction by their dot 
product, and make decision by thresholding its value.
Notice, however, tha t a highlighted pixel is not always the brightest in the quadruple (if, 
for example, the intensity of the source which produces the highlight is lower than  one 
of the other sources). Therefore to determine potentially highlighted or shadow pixels, 
we should normalise their values by dividing them  by the corresponding illumination 
strengths. However, since such normalisation amplifies errors in dimly lit images, we 
cannot use the normalised values for reconstruction purposes. We use the original 
un-nornialised values for that.
3.5.4 W hich m ethod  to  use?
The colour difference m ethod is more reliable than  the alternative method, so it should 
be given preference in situations where it is applicable. To decide which m ethod to use, 
we need to compare the chromaticities of the body colour and the incident light. We 
determine whether they are close or not by calculating and appropriately thresholding 
the square of chromatic distance =  1 — (c • w)^. The threshold Tp  depends, in 
particular, on the level of camera noise and is chosen empirically over several surfaces 
with different chromatic characteristics.
If exceeds T p, the colour of the surface and the illumination are sufficiently differ­
ent, and we apply the spectral difference m ethod to highlight detection, otherwise the
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Figure 3.2: Principal scheme of the algorithm 
alternative m ethod should be applied.
3.5.5 Sum m ary o f th e algorithm
We present now the full algorithm for 4 light sources (see Figure 3.2).
1. Construct the input m atrix [/] of size 4 x 3 by stacking the pixel values as 
rows.
2. Compute the colour correlation m atrix [Q] =  [7]^ [7]. Compute its normalised 
principal eigenvector c. Project all 4 colours th a t correspond to the same pixel 
along the direction of c, and thus define a single grey value for each pixel, J  =  [7]c.
3. For each quadruple of pixel values compute the “Lam bertian error” ej[, =  (J  • a)^, 
where a  is determined from the (known) illumination geometry, to decide whether 
it contains a  highlight or a shadow.
If < Tl :
3.1. Apply the photometric stereo algorithm for a set of 4 grey images using 
all available information, as described in Section 3.3.1, to derive the local 
gradient vector and surface albedo p.
If €/, > TL:
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3.2. Measure the chromatic difference between the surface colour and the 
colour of the illumination.
If > To'. Apply the m ethod of Section 3.5.2 to determine
whether the quadruple contains a highlight or not.
If < Td ' Apply the m ethod of Section 3.5.3 to determine
whether the quadruple contains a highlight or not.
3.2.1. If the quadruple contains a highlight, use the 3 darkest 
components of vector J  to recover the local surface normal 
and the albedo according to the algorithm of Section 3.3.1.
3.2.2. If the quadruple does not contain a highlight, conclude 
th a t it must contain a shadow, and use the 3 brightest com­
ponents of vector J  to recover the local surface normal and 
the albedo according to the algorithm of Section 3.3.1.
4. In all cases the local colour is recovered as pc
Note tha t the algorithm can be simplified: we can always perform a recovery using only 
the three brightest pixels except when there are highlights, thus skipping the stage of 
detecting the “problematic” quadruples.
3.5.6 Threshold choice
An im portant design issue is the choice of the threshold values we use. Thresholds Tl ,
T c  and Th must be chosen empirically according to guidelines given in Section 3.5.
The value of threshold T/v can be determined analytically.
T h re sh o ld s  T l, Tq a n d  Tl>: Experim ental evaluation showed th a t thresholds T l
and T c  depend on the level of noise in the images. This dependence is dem onstrated in 
the experimental section with synthetic data. Further, it turned out th a t threshold Td 
depends on the choice of threshold Tq and the level of noise. To dem onstrate the effect
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Figure 3.3: Number of detected pixels as a function of the threshold: (a) for “Lamber­
tian” error (b) for spectral difference
of these thresholds on the algorithm, we plot here the number of picked problematic 
quadruples as a  function of Tl for several sets of real da ta  (Fig. 3.3a). The values 
were divided by 255^ to avoid dealing with large numbers. For real da ta  the ground 
tru th  is not known, and so we can not tell whether the detected quadruples are indeed 
probleniatic. However, for all surfaces the number of detected points drops sharply 
until Tl ~  0.02 — 0.04, and then stabilises. Note tha t the algorithm is fairly robust to 
the choice of T l as long as T l is larger than 0.02. In the results presented in Section
7.2 we used Tl = 0.03. In a  similar way, in Fig.3.3b we plot the number of pixels, 
classified as highlights, as a  function of threshold Tq . For our experiments in Section
7.2 we chose T c =  50 and Td = 0.01.
T h re sh o ld  : This threshold is used to compare the direction of the recovered 
normal with the specular direction. We label a pixel as highlighted if the normal re­
constructed from the other three pixels is close to the corresponding specular direction. 
We measure this closeness using the dot product of the normal and the vector of the 
specular direction. Thresholding the dot product defines the width of a possible spec­
ularity region. We need to exclude the possibility of misclassification which can be of 
two kinds:
1. A highlighted patch misclassified as shadowed. This happens when the specularity 
cone is too narrow.
2. A shadowed patch misclassified as highlighted, i.e. the cone is too wide.
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To achieve an adequate trade-off, we need to consider several factors which can affect 
the choice:
1. The overlapping of specularity cones associated with different lighting directions.
2. The closeness of the possible specularity region and the shadow lines from other 
illumination sources.
3. The effect of brightening of shadows.
Under the assumption tha t all shadows are black, the thresholds which separate a spec­
ularity region from the shadow lines of the other sources take care of both cast and self 
shadows: as already mentioned, a perfectly black shadow forces the recovered normal 
to fall on the corresponding shadow line, lifting it for the case of self-shadows, and 
lowering it for cast shadows (see Appendix B). Therefore for an arbitrary  illumination 
configuration the width of a specular cone will be defined by the minimum distance 
between a specular direction and the shadow lines of the rest of the illuminants. It 
is necessary tha t none of the specular directions lies in the shadow of another source. 
The sufficient condition for such an illumination is discussed in Appendix A.
The perfectly black shadows do not present much of a problem anyway, since they 
could be detected by merely thresholding the intensity value. The biggest problem is 
the detection of brightened shadows, whose intensity could be quite high. This effect 
may appear due to secondary illumination, from the environment and /or neighbouring 
parts of the (non-convex) surface. The degree of secondary illumination depends among 
other things on the illumination direction, roughness and surface albedo etc., and it 
can not be easily modelled. Brightening of the shadows elevates the recovered vector, 
moving it away from the shadow line and towards the specular direction. Therefore 
the threshold value T/v should “pad” the specularity region securely from such elevated 
recovered vectors. Appendix C suggests a strategy for choosing the threshold for an 
arbitrary  acceptable set-up.
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In Appendix D we consider the thresholding values for a cross-like illumination set-up, 
where the 4 illumination sources have the same elevation angle Û, and are positioned 
as if at the corners of a square. According to this calculation, in this specific case the 
threshold value T^r must be chosen to be:
Tat =  m ax 1 -j- Tl /1 +  sin I2 ’ V ^
3.6 N eigh b ourhood  inform ation
Until now we assumed th a t the algorithm is applied to each surface patch in isolation. 
This allows one to apply the algorithm to 3D textures which may be fairly rough. How­
ever, for a large class of surfaces some improvements may be achieved under additional 
assumptions as, for example, smoothness of colour/albedo and /or smoothness of the 
surface shape.
There are several kinds of recovery artefacts (see experiment results in Section 3.7), for 
example, isolated (pepper-like) misclassifications due to image noise, shape and colour 
distortion due to multiple shadows, and “rings” around specularities, where the switch 
between problematic and non-problematic quadruples occurs.
To smooth out the effects of image noise it can be enough to apply smoothness con­
straints directly to pixel values in each image using Markov random field priors. It can 
be considered as a preprocessing step rather than  a part of the  algorithm because we 
can modify input images according to these constraints, and then feed these images 
to the algorithm. It will help with isolated misclassifications due to the noise (since 
the algorithm uses simple m atrix multiplication which is obviously continuous opera­
tion, and it gives smooth output on smooth input). Similar results can be achieved as 
a post-processing step with smoothness restraints for colour and /or shape. It seems 
difficult, however, to use smoothness of surface/colour as prior for intensities since im­
age intensities are affected by highlights and shadows (highlights depend on reflectance
^The elevation angle of the illumination is the angle between the illumination direction and the 
horizon.
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which we do not know, cast shadows depend on the overall shape of the surface which 
is also unknown). There can be other ways of using neighbourhood information. For 
example, to achieve “seamless” transition between a highlighted area and a Lambertian 
area, the following strategy may work. For each quadruple of intensities the algorithm 
gives 3 possible answers: one for problem-free case, one for the brightest pixel being a 
highlight, and one for the darkest pixel being a shadow. We can, for example, repre­
sent the desired surface param eters as a linear combination of all 3 answers. Then we 
can use probabilities of having a particular linear combination for a central point in a 
neighbourhood conditioned on linear combinations of its neighbours as priors, requiring 
smoothness of the resulting values. We leave this line of research for future work.
3.7  E xperim ental results
Figure 3.4: The synthetic input images with A  = 0.3 and n =  200. The image in the 
first panel also contains a cast shadow.
3.7.1 E xperim ents w ith  synth etic  im ages
Synthetic images are used for evaluation of the algorithm, showing its advantages and 
limitations. We have rendered a two-coloured sphere under 4 illuminants (Fig. 3.4). 
We used the Phong reflectance model [30] and rendering with the same coefficients for 
both halves. The top half of a sphere has orange colour (Ctap = (230,128,50)^) and 
the bottom  one is grey {Cbottom = (180,180,180)^), so we can test both variations 
of the algorithm. In one of the images we added a “cast shadow” . We assume the
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Figure 3.5: Proportion of undetected problem atic quadruples (solid line) and misclas­
sified non-problematic quadruples (dashed line) as a  function of a  threshold value Tl . 
(a) for noiseless Lam bertian case (b) for Lam bertian case with /  =  0.1, and cr =  10 
(c) for the case with reflectance param eters A  =  0.3, n =  200, and noise param eters 
/  =  0.1, o- =  10
illumination is white. The illumination m atrix is:
0 cos T sm
cos T cos ?  sm T cos % sm ^
0 —0.6 cos I  0.6 sin |
— cos I  0 sin I
so th a t we have illuminants with different strengths, different elevation angles, and they 
are not arranged in a  cross-like configuration. The Phong model adds a specular term  
in the form of an A  cos” $  component to  the  Lam bertian model, where $  is the angle 
between the  surface normal and the specular direction. We performed experiments 
with A  = 0.3 and 0.15, and n  =  200, 100 and 50. In addition, we assumed a component 
of secondary illumination from the zenith, of strength /  times the strength of the main 
illumination in each image, and additive Gaussian noise of standard  deviation cr in all 
images.
P ro b le m a tic  q u a d ru p le s  d e te c tio n  a n d  th re s h o ld s  The first series of experi­
ments is intended to investigate the role of a  threshold in the detection of problematic
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quadruples (Section 3.5.1). For given model param eters (i.e. the reflectance param eters 
v4, level of noise and secondary illumination) the images of the sphere were rendered. 
Then for each threshold value we calculated the proportion of undetected problematic 
quadruples, and the proportion of misclassified non-problematic quadruples. Figure 3.5 
shows typical results for a noiseless and noisy cases. One can clearly see the trade-off 
between the false positives and false negatives even in the noiseless case. For noisy con­
ditions the proportion of misclassified quadruples of both kinds grows for any pre-set 
threshold.
A sse ssm e n t o f co lo u r d iffe ren c in g  m e th o d  To assess the performance of highlight 
detection using colour, we rendered several spheres with different body colour under 
white light. Fig. 3.6 presents results for spheres with C i =  255(1,0, 0)^ and C 2 =  
255(1,0.8,0.8)^. As before, each time we plotted two lines; one shows the proportion of 
Lam bertian pixels misclassified as highlights (solid line), and the other - the proportion 
of highlighted pixels misclassified as Lam bertian (dashed line) as a function of the value 
T c  by which we threshold the specularity strength m s  of a pixel. Fig. 3.6a presents a 
typical result for the noiseless case. There is a whole range of values T c  between 1 and 
10 where we have no errors of either kind even when the body and illumination colours 
are close. However, in the presence of noise we s tart misclassifying both  highlights 
and Lam bertian pixels. Fig. 3.6b shows the performance of the highlight detection 
algorithm on noisy images of the sphere with body colour C%. Finally, when the angle 
between the illuminant and the body colours gets more narrow, the classification is 
almost random  (see the two straight lines on Fig. 3.6c, which shows the results for the 
sphere with body colour C 2 ).
O v era ll p e rfo rm a n c e  Both the straightforward linear algorithm and the proposed 
algorithm were applied to each set of images to evaluate the two algorithms.
We measure the colour error as the length of the vector difference between the original 
and the recovered colour vectors. The error in normals is measured as 1 — nrecovered • n. 
Figure 3.7 presents some example results for the case A =  0.3 and n =  200. The 
detected errors in the results of the two algorithms have been scaled to the same scale
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Figure 3.6: Proportion of misclassified Lam bertian pixels (solid line) and misclassified 
highlights (dashed line) as a  function of a  threshold value Tc
secondary
illumination 0
standard deviation of 
1 2.5 5
noise
7.5 10
0 0.101 0.108 0.115 0.167 0.291 0.427
1/100 0.109 0.115 0.120 0.178 0.301 0.435
1/50 0.117 0.123 0.131 0.201 0.330 0.458
1/30 0.143 0.154 0.169 0.264 0.391 0.498
1/20 0.272 0.284 0.308 0.393 0.480 0.556
1/10 0.565 0.575 0.585 0.615 0.648 0.675
Table 3.2: Fraction of pixels with erroneously reconstructed colour recovered by the 
proposed algorithm
so tha t the same grey tone in the diEerent panels indicates the same level of error. The 
recovered surface normals are used to produce an image just for visualisation purposes.
The results of the experiments with A = 0.3 and n = 200 are presented in tables 3.2-3.5. 
The tables show the proportion of pixels for which the absolute errors in the recovered 
values exceed some predetermined acceptance value (0.05 for colour, 0.005 for normals). 
We chose this error measure rather than conventional mean and standard deviation of 
error distribution because the artefacts in the recovered param eters are localised and 
rather different in nature, and therefore their error distributions are far from Gaussian. 
If, for example, highlights are not detected correctly, we get big errors in a small area, 
but elsewhere the algorithm might work reasonably well.
The errors in the results of the proposed algorithm which are due to strong secondary
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secondary
illumination 0
standard  deviation of 
1 2.5 5
noise
7.5 10
0 0.284 0.285 0.287 0.303 0.371 0.463
1/100 0.289 0.290 0.291 0.311 0.382 0.474
1/50 0.296 0.297 0.300 0.329 0.406 0.497
1/30 0.316 0.318 0.325 0.378 0.459 0.535
1/20 0.411 0.417 0.433 0.482 0.534 0.588
1/10 0.644 0.645 0.646 0.656 0.670 0.688
Table 3.3: Fraction of pixels with erroneously reconstructed colour recovered without 
highlight and shadow correction
secondary
illumination 0
standard deviation of 
1 2.5 5
noise
7.5 10
0 0.070 0.080 0.083 0.095 0.127 0.189
1/100 0.078 0.084 0.087 0.098 0.128 0.193
1/50 0.079 0.087 0.088 0.098 0.131 0.191
1/30 0.080 0.088 0.090 0.100 0.133 0.195
1/20 0.083 0.091 0.093 0.103 0.137 0.202
1/10 0.093 0.099 0.102 0.119 0.171 0.242
Table 3.4: Fraction of pixels with erroneously reconstructed normals recovered by the 
proposed algorithm
illumination are mostly concentrated in the grey part of the sphere, where the areas 
shadowed in more than  one image are sometimes falsely classified as highlights. Sec­
ondary illumination also leads to larger overall errors because the actual illumination 
differs from the one given by the illumination m atrix (this is also a problem for the 
straightforward algorithm). Errors due to high levels of noise also induce some mis­
classification. The results of the series of experiments with different param eters of the 
Phong reflectance model are similar to these: predictably, they worsen slightly for more 
diffuse surfaces when the width of the specularity regions grows. They also get slightly 
worse if the strength of the specular component gets higher. For example, for the zero
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0
standard deviation of 
1 2.5 5
noise
7.5 10
0 0.260 0.261 0.262 0.266 0.274 0.294
1/100 0.261 0.261 0.262 0.267 0.274 0.294
1/50 0.262 0.262 0.263 0.267 0.276 0.295
1/30 0.264 0.264 0.265 0.267 0.277 0.298
1/20 0.266 0.266 0.267 0.269 0.278 0.303
1/10 0.272 0.272 0.273 0.277 0.298 0.334
Table 3.5: Pi’action of pixels with erroneously reconstructed normals recovered without 
highlight and shadow correction
noise and zero secondary illumination case, the fraction of the pixels with wrongly 
recovered colour instead of being 0.101 is 0.110 {A = 0.3, n  =  50), 0.123 {A = 0.3, 
n = 100), 0.115 {A = 0.15, n  =  100), and 0.173 {A = 0.15, n  =  50). All other recorded 
errors for all cases remain in similar levels for those presented in the tables.
3.7.2 E xperim ents w ith  real im ages
We have applied the algorithm described above to a number of test surfaces with a 
variety of reflectance properties. Here we present just a small selection of them  in 
order to dem onstrate various aspects of the algorithm and its limitations: tomatoes^ 
walnuts^ pebhlesl, and pebbles2. Fig. 3.8 presents the input images, one from each set 
of four test images. Images were taken by Kodak DC 290, distance from camera to 
surface Im, illumination configuration cross-like with elevation angle 60 degrees. These 
images have been chosen because they dem onstrate different aspects of the algorithm 
when we have shadows and highlights. For example, the tom ato images have very high 
levels of secondary illumination. Both tomatoes and walnuts have colour quite different 
from grey, whereas both sets with pebbles are grey. In addition all these images have 
several parts th a t are shadowed in more than  one of the captured images.
Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 present the results obtained by the CPS algorithms with (upper 
row) £vnd without (lower row) highlights and shadow correction. Fig. 3.9 shows the
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Figure 3.7: Results with and without shadow and highlight corrections. The recovered 
normals are presented rendered with the first illumination direction of Figure 3.4.
recovered colour maps for all surfaces with and without correction. Fig. 3.10 shows the 
reconstructed surfaces rendered under one of the original illuminants. Note from Fig.
3.6 th a t in the presence of noise it is impossible to define a threshold th a t allows us to 
detect all highlight and shadow pixels w ithout errors. Due to this fact we observe the 
rings in the tomatoes images shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. Although the results of both 
algorithms have wrongly recovered parts, the proposed algorithm copes much better 
with highlights and shadows than  the ordinary CPS. In addition these results show the 
places where the proposed algorithm fails, as expected.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Input images, one from each set of four images: (a) tom atoes, (b) walnuts, 
(c) pebbles!, (d) pebbles2
1
Figure 3.9: Colour maps, recovered with and without correction
3.8 C onclusions
Shadows and highlights in the input images pose a problem for surface reconstruc­
tion. We propose a modification of a well-known photometric stereo algorithm, which 
uses 4 images to detected highlights and shadows in the input images, and, excluding 
them from the recovery process, allows one to obtain more reliable estimates of surface 
parameters.
Using pixel-wise estimates of colour, we are able to detect highlights locally. Then the 
shadows can be detected as disturbances of linearity on the input quadruples of pixels.
In the greyscale case, when there are no spectral cues for highlight detection, we resolve 
to comparing the recovered normals with shadow-lines and specular directions. Com­
paring the recovered normals with the shadow-lines can be considered as a variation 
of the thresholding process. However as it uses both the local surface albedo and the
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Figure 3.10: Rendered surfaces, recovered with and without correction
illninination strength in the process of recovery, it does not rely on a global shadow 
thresholding value.
The performance of the proposed algorithm may be improved if one uses some post­
processing technique to reduce “pepper noise” which appears when we apply threshold­
ing on various stages of the algorithm. The m ethod fails in the greyscale case for pixels 
which are shadowed in more than one images and are affected by secondary illumina­
tion. To deal with misclassifications of this kind, one may detect multiple shadows in 
a cinadrnple, using an already derived local shadowing threshold.
C hapter 4
Perform ance analysis of the  
Colour P hotom etric Stereo  
algorithm
4.1 In troduction
111 this chapter we assess the performance of the proposed shape and albedo recovery 
algorithm based on the Photom etric Stereo method. We consider two types of error 
which can affect the performance of the algorithm: the imaging noise introduced during 
the image acquisition stage, and the illumination error which results from errors in the 
estimation of the illumination param eters. We give a full theoretical treatm ent to both 
kinds of error here, and use experiments to confirm our conclusions. In addition, we 
present guidelines as to how a photometric stereo rig should be designed so th a t the 
errors are minimised.
The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2 we again give a brief overview of our 
algorithm. Section 4.3 presents the error analysis for imaging noise, whereas Section
4.4 is devoted to the effects of illumination estimation errors. Experim ental results are 
presented in Section 4.5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.7.
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generalised surface normal and its estimate 
recovered generalised normal and its estimate 
illumination m atrix and its left inverse 
variance of image noise
body chromaticity and its estim ate in the presence of noise 
’’shading” vector and its estim ate in the presence of noise 
(for colour images) intensity m atrix 
intensity error m atrix
vector which defines subspace of all Lam bertian quadruples
’’Lam bertian” error and its threshold
chromaticity of incident light (presumed known)
strength of specular component
error of estimation of m s  and its threshold
angle between c and w
threshold for sin j3
recovered normal error in the presence of noise 
ill. direction for the brightest and darkest pixels
angle between recovered normal and the shadow-line of the darkest pixel
normalised shadow thresholds
true and estim ated illumination matrices
illumination error m atrix
coefficients for true and estim ated illumination
Table 4.1: Table of nomenclature for Chapter 4.
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4.2 A lgorithm  overview
We briefly discuss here the main stages of our algorithm.
Colour estim ation  In colour images instead of scalar intensity values we have 
RGB vectors so for a noiseless Lam bertian non-shadowed pixel the scalar equation 
has the following form:
=  C(L'' • n)
where C is the body colour of the surface patch. Let us define pc =  |C|, so C =  pcC, 
where c is the chromaticity of the body colour. Let us define the shading vector as 
S =  ( s^, . . . ,  =  Pc[L]n. The shading vector acts as the greyscale analogue of the
scene, so th a t =  cs^. We also introduce the intensity matrix  [/] =  ( I^, . . . ,
Each row of the m atrix is the pixel in the A:th image, and the columns of the m atrix 
correspond to individual colour bands. We can represent [/] as the outer product 
of S and c. In the presence of noise [I] cannot be decomposed exactly as an outer 
product, and we apply PGA to find the best estimates for S and c. We calculate the 
colour direction c as the principal eigenvector of [/]^[I], and the shading vector is then 
S =  [/]c.
P rob lem atic  quadruple d etec tion  First of all, we want to check whether there 
is a problem (i.e. a highlight or a shadow) in a quadruple of pixel values. Since any
4 vectors in our 3D world are linearly dependent, there is a  vector a G 7^  ^ such th a t 
[f:]a =  0 , 0  being the zero vector. Then any non-shadowed Lam bertian shading vector
5 should also satisfy this equation: S * a  =  0. If the equation is not satisfied, we have 
a problem in the quadruple. In the noisy conditions we threshold the absolute value of 
tÊe “Lam bertian error” =  S • a  using a threshold T^. If < T l , all 4 pixel values 
are free of shadows and highlights, and we can recover the surface normal and colour 
of the surface patch from all 4 pixels. Otherwise we deduce th a t there is a problem. 
To decide which value to exclude (the brightest if there is a highlight, or the darkest if 
there is a shadow) we use one of the following criteria.
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C o lo u r d iffe ren c in g  According to the dichromatic reflectance theory, a highlighted 
pixel is the sum of body (Lambertian, or m atte) and a specular component:
I =  m e  +  m s w
where c is the chromaticity of body colour, w is the chromaticity of illumination colour, 
and m and m s  are the strengths of the corresponding components. Therefore having 
estim ated the body colour of a patch, we can decompose the brightest pixel and 
estim ate m s:
(I^ • w) — (I^ • c)(c • w)
=  — r - ( c w p —
Again, in the noisy case we have to threshold m s  using a threshold T c  to decide whether 
there is a highlight or not.
N o rm a lise d  sh ad o w  th re s h o ld in g  This criterion only considers “greyscale” inten­
sities S. We exclude the brightest pixel, and recover the normal from the darkest three 
values. If one of the pixels is indeed a shadow, the recovered normal would fall on the 
shadow-line of the corresponding illuminant L^. We measure the closeness of the recov­
ered normal n^ and the shadow-line of for all d ^  b as cos0^ =  L^-iir.  Thresholding 
cos^d with a corresponding threshold from the set of T^r[b,d] we determine whether 
there was a shadow or not. If there were no shadows, but the quadruple was found to 
be problematic, then the brightest pixel must be a highlight. The thresholds T^lb.d] 
are chosen in such a way tha t they separate the specular direction of from the 
shadow-lines of L^.
C o lo u r d iffe ren c in g  n o t a lw ays a p p licab le : th re s h o ld  Td From the above two 
criteria, the colour differencing is the most reliable. However, it is not always applicable. 
If c and w are similar (i.e. the surface and the illuminant have similar spectra), then 
the noisy Lam bertian pixels and the specular pixels can get mixed up resulting in 
misclassihcation. Let us assume th a t the angle between the colour vectors c and w is 
(3. We check the applicability of the colour differencing method by thresholding the 
colour proximity value sin (3 with threshold value Tp. If sin (3 > Tp, then the colours are 
different enough, and we apply the colour differencing criterion. Otherwise we apply 
normalised shadow thresholding.
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4.3 Error analysis: im aging error
The acquisition (or imaging) error usually is modelled as zero-mean Gaussian noise of 
a certain variance added to the pixel values in each colour band.
Let us suppose th a t the image noise in each colour band is zero-mean Gaussian i.e. 
we deal with a  multivariate normal distribution with covariance m atrix =
cov[Ea^ Ep]^ where Ei is the error in the ith  colour band. We also consider a special 
case when the errors in different colour bands are independent and have the same 
variance cr .^ In this case E g  =  (j^[W], where [W] is an identity matrix.
Consider a  surface patch with normal n  and body colour C =  pcC, pc = [C|. Remember 
th a t N  =  Pen. Now let us consider the k th  pixel vector I^. It consists of a noiseless 
Lam bertian and a specular component, as well as a noise component E^: =  s^c •+•
77igw +  E^’. The Lam bertian component is =  N  -L^. For Lam bertian pixels m s  =  0. 
For shadowed pixels both noiseless components are 0. The K  random vectors E^ (one 
in each image) are independently drawn from the same distribution (we assume that 
there is no correlation in the image noise between different images). The intensity 
m atrix [/] can thus be represented as the sum of the “true” intensity m atrix and the 
random error m atrix [E].
In what follows we perform error analysis for each step of the algorithm using these 
assumptions.
4.3.1 B od y chrom aticity and shading vector estim ation
The first step of the algorithm reduces the 3-dimensional colour da ta  to one-dimensional 
intensity data. We do this by approximating the input K  x  3 intensity m atrix [I] by 
the outer product of the estimate S of the shading vector S, and the estim ate c of the 
chromaticity of the body colour c. It has been shown th a t the best estimates are the 
principal eigenvectors of [/][/^] and [/^][1] respectively.
It is not easy to find an exact analytical form for S in term s of the true c and S. 
However, we can find its linear approximation.
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Let us consider m atrix [/][/^]:
[/][ /’ ]^ =  (S c^  +  [E]) (S c^  +  [El)"’
=  Sc^cS?" +  S c ^  [ E f  +  [F;]cS^  ^+  [E ][E f
= SS^ +  Sc'^[E]'^ +  [E]cS^ +  [E ][E f
We want to find a vector S, such th a t [I][/^] =  SS^\ We postulate th a t S can be 
approximated by X  =  S +  [S]c. We show next th a t this is an approximation with error 
of the order of 11 [E] 11. Let us consider the  vector outer product of X  with itself:
(S +  [-E]c) (S +  [E]c)'^ — SS^ +  Sc^ [E]'-^  +  [F^]cS^ +  [E]cc^
= l-fll/’’] -  + mcc'^lEf = (/|[/^| + 0(||[E][E]’’||)
Thus X  can be considered as an approximation to S of order 0(|j[£^]||).
We can also offer a geometrical interpretation of this approximation. Consider the kth  
pixel =  s^c  +  and its projection on c:
c -I^ =  s^(c - c) +  c^E'= =  .t ^^
In other words, the estimate X  is a projection of the input pixels on the direction c, 
whereas in reality S is a projection of the input pixels on the estimated direction c. If 
the directions of c and c are close, the difference between X  and S is insignificant.
Thus we can assume that the error in the estimation of shading vector Eg =  S — S 
is approximately [E]c. Since the rows of [E] are drawn independently from the same 
distribution, the components of Eg are also independent and have the same distribution, 
with zero mean and variance (j|:
4  =  f{(E*'c)2} =  c ’^E ec
If the noise in all colour bands is independent and has the same variance then 
cr| — (j^c^^W^c =  C7^  since |cp  =  1.
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T h e  e r ro r  in  co lo u r e s tim a tio n  can be approximated in a similar fashion:
[/’’][/) =  (S c?  +  [E ])’’ (S c^  +  [E])
=  cS^Sc’’ +  cS^[E) +  [E]^Sc^ +  [E]^[E]
=  |S |^cc^ +  cS^[E] +  [ E f  Sc'^ +  [E f[E \
Consider vector Y  =  |S |c  +  t^ [E ]^ S , and its outer product with itself:
Y Y ^  =  |S |^cc^ +  cS ’’[E) +  [E j^Sc^ +  j^ [ E ] '^ S S ’’[E]p |
=  [/’■)[/] -  [E f[E ] + |^ (E ]^ S S ^ [ E ]  =  [/■ ]^[7] +  0 ( ||[E ] |p )
If II [15] 11 jSj, then we can consider Y to be a good approximation of jSjc.
4 .3 .2  P r o b le m a t i c  q u a d r u p le  d e te c t io n
We detect problematic quadruples by thresholding quantity eg =  a  - S, where a  is such 
th a t [Lj^a =  O, where O =  ( 0 , . . . ,  0)^.
A noiseless Lam bertian quadruple of shading values S (i.e. without highlights or shad­
ows) should be orthogonal to a, i.e. a  • S =  0. However, its noisy estim ate S does not 
necessarily satisfy this equation.
Let us consider the “Lam bertian error” eg =  a^S . It is a zero-mean random variable: 
^{eg} =  £{a^S} =  ^{a^(S  -f Eg)} =  iS{a^Eg} =  a^^{E g} - 0 
We can calculate its variance as:
=  ^ { 4 }  =  =  <S{(a^Eg)^} =  ' ^ ^ a ^ a ^ S { E ^ E ^ s }
k = 0  Z=0
Since the components of Eg are independent, the cross-correlation function 8{E gE g}  
is a delta function, and we arrive at the following expression:
(4.1)
k=0
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T h re sh o ld  va lu e  a n d  m isc la ss if ica tio n  r a te  We use thresholding value Tg > 0 to 
separate problematic quadruples from the non-shadowed Lam bertian ones: if jeg] <  Tg, 
we declare the corresponding quadruple to be non-problematic Lam bertian, otherwise 
it must contain a highlight or a shadow. However, when we apply thresholding to 
a noisy set of data, we inevitably misclassify some of the quadruples. Two types of 
misclassihcation occur: non-problematic Lam bertian quadruples misclassified as prob­
lematic (false positives), and problematic quadruples misclassified as non-problematic 
(false negatives).
We intend to define a false positive misclassification rate as a function of Tg and a^. 
Let us consider an ensemble of noisy non-problematic Lam bertian quadruples, each 
quadruple producing an instance of random variable eg, which is distributed normally 
with zero mean and variance o-g =  cr|. For each value Tg we can calculate a proportion 
of quadruples misclassified as problematic:
Sl (Tl , 4 )  =  2 r  e ~ ^ d x  = erfc f - ^  | (4.2)
i.e. the misclassification rate falls with increasing Tg. On the other hand, for any 
fixed Tg we are going to miss highlights and shadows with values up to Tg. Note also 
th a t the second type of misclassification depends on p: the “depth” of the shadow, i.e. 
the difference between the shadow value and L • N  is larger for the brighter patches; 
therefore for the same Tg we shall misclassify more problematic pixels in the darker 
areas.
We suggest two design strategies for choosing threshold value Tg:
• We can choose Tg as the highest acceptable value for missed highlights and shad­
ows, or
• If we know the level of noise in the images, we can determine an acceptable 
misclassification rate  5 and calculate Tg directly from (4.2).
The choice of strategy lends to the designer a certain degree of fiexibility in controlling 
the performance of the algorithm.
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Figure 4.1: Vectors c, w, and R
4.3.3 H ighlight detection: colour differencing m ethod  and w hen to  
use it
As was already noted, the colour differencing method does not always work. In this 
section we offer criteria by which we decide whether to use the colour differencing 
method, or resort to the alternative method.
Let us consider a colour pixel I  (for a known body colour the m ethod can be applied 
to any pixel of the quadruple, not only the brightest). We can describe I  as
I  =  m e  +  m s w  +  E
where w  is the chromaticity of the incident light (or rather the chromaticity of colour 
produced by the incident light on a white m atte  surface), E  is the error vector, and m  
and m s  are the strengths of the m atte  (Lambertian) and specular components respec­
tively. As before, the error vector is a zero-mean m ultivariate random variable with 
covariance m atrix E.
Using the colour differencing algorithm, we find a noisy estimation m s  of the true
specular strength ms'-
(I • w) — (I • c)(c • w) (E • w) — (E • c)(c • w)
l - ( c - w ) 2  l - ( c - w ) 2
For easy comprehension let us consider a vector R  such that:
(4-3)
Vector R  lies in the plane spanned by c and w. It is easy to see from (4.3) th a t R -c  =  0 
and R  w  =  1. In other words, vector R  is perpendicular to c, and is such th a t its
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projection on w  is equal 1 (see Fig.4.1). Its length is |R | =  l/s in /9 , where j3 is the 
angle between c and w.
Then we can express the error of the specular strength estimation as a random  variable 
^mS with the help of vector R:
^mS =  — m s  =  E  • R
If all components of E  have zero-mean distribution, then e-ms also has zero mean. The 
variance of e ^ s  is =  R ^[E ]R . If errors in different colour bands are independent 
and of the same variance then;
^ m S  -  “  c r ^ | R | ^  =  2 Q  (4-4)
(= 0  ^
T h reshold ing  value T c  and m isclassification  In the noiseless case all Lam bertian 
pixels should be collinear with c, therefore whenever m}'g > 0 , the pixel in question is 
classified as highlighted. However, in the presence of noise the collinearity is disturbed, 
and some Lam bertian pixels may be classified as highlights. Let us consider when this 
may happen.
Let us assume th a t the colour pixel I is indeed Lam bertian, th a t is I  =  ??rc-t- E . Using 
the colour differencing algorithm, we find an estimation fhs  of the specular strength 
m s  (which in the absence of noise should be zero):
TUfS — rn,g T E  • R. =  E  ■ H, =  Ci-fis
Choosing a thresholding value Tc, we declare all pixels with fhs > Tc  to be high­
lights. Therefore we can determine the false positive misclassification rate  (proportion 
of Lam bertian pixels misclassified as highlights):
Note th a t we cannot explicitly calculate the false negatives rate, i.e. the proportion 
of highlights misclassified as Lam bertian, since we do not know beforehand how many
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highlighted pixels of which strength are going to be in the image. However, the thresh­
old T c  guarantees th a t we only miss the highlights with strength up to Tc- Therefore, 
as usual, the choice of threshold T c  should be balanced: on the one hand, we need the 
false positive rate to be as low as possible (i.e. high Tc)-, and on the other hand we 
want the missed highlights to be as little pronounced as possible.
W h e n  th e  co lo u r d iffe ren c in g  m e th o d  d o es  n o t w ork : how  to  choose  th r e s h ­
olds Note from (4.5) th a t if /? =  0, th a t is if c and w  are collinear, i.e. the surface 
and the illuminant have the same spectrum, the misclassihcation rate is 1/2. In other 
words, in this case we classify pixels completely at random for any Tg. Therefore it is 
very im portant to have a m ethod of choosing thresholds so we can guarantee a certain 
level of performance.
There are several performance factors one may wish to control:
• minimal acceptable angle /3 between c and w  so th a t the algorithm can be applied 
to a  wider range of body colour. Angle /3 is used in the algorithm as threshold 
Tg) =  sin,d (if the angle between c and w  exceeds /3, we can apply the colour 
differencing).
•  maximal acceptable value of missed highlights rfis =  T c
• maximal acceptable rate of misclassification 5c-
Let us denote by A c =  \/^  erfc"^ (26c). Then we should require:
^mS
for any acceptable /?, and therefore the performance param eters should satisfy the 
following expression:
Tc sin P =  (TmS^C (4.6)
Thus, for the given level of noise we can control two out of the three performance 
factors, and the third can be determined from (4.6). For example, for a given width 
of the body colour cone /3 and required misclassification rate 6 c , we can uniquely 
determine the specularity threshold Tc, and so on.
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Of course, there are some limitations: for example, Tc  can never exceed the maximum 
intensity value, and sin/3 should always be less than  1. These give the absolutely 
minimal misclassification rate for the given level of image noise:
(tP)
( a c tu a l ly ,  t h e  m a x im a l  p o s s ib le  a n g le  is  u s u a l ly  s m a l le r  t h a n  7 r /2 ) ,
A n  e x a m p le  Suppose th a t we want to keep the false positive rate Sc a t 0.1, and 
we want to be able to apply the colour differencing m ethod to colours which make 1 0 ° 
angle with w. How should we choose Tc?
From Sc = 0.1 we calculate A c  =  \/2  e rfc " \2 6 c )  ~  1.282. The sine of /3 =  10° is 
approximately 0.175. Then Tc(cr) =  cr-^^ ^  7.3. This means th a t to m aintain these 
conditions we would have to miss the highlights with strength up to 7.3 times the noise 
level. For example, for noise with standard deviation of 5 grey levels, we would miss 
highlights up to 36 grey levels, which is obviously unacceptable. It means th a t for this 
level of noise we would have to relax some of our performance targets.
Suppose, on the other hand, th a t we know that the level of the input noise is 5, and we 
do not want to miss any highlights stronger th a t 10. W hat misclassification rate can 
we expect? And how strong should the colour of the surface be to achieve th a t rate? 
In this case we have:
sinp = A c ^  = A c ^  = ^
The sine of the maximal angle between white and any other colour is i /2 /3  % 0.816 
achieved on the prim ary colours. Therefore the maximal A c is2  x 0.816 =  1.632. Thus 
we can achieve any rate above 6  =  l/2erfc(1 .632/\/2) % 0.051. For the required 
6c  =  0.1 we have sin/3 =  0.641, th a t is /3 is approximately 40°. For the body colour 
to make such an angle with w, it should be rather strong, for example bright red 
(265,47,47):^.
4.3 .4  P h otom etric  stereo recovery error
Before considering the alternative highlight detection method, we investigate the dis­
tribution of error in the recovered surface param eters.
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Consider a non-shadowed Lam bertian shading vector S G We recover the surface 
param eter vector using the inverse illumination m atrix. If, however, K  > 3, we use 
LSE to obtain the recovery m atrix [Q] =  {[L]'^[L])~^[L]'^: =  [Q]S.
In the presence of noise, however, instead of S we have the noisy vector S =  S -f Eg. 
Then:
N r  = [Q]S -  [Q]S 4- [g]Eg = Nr-h [g]Eg (4.7)
where Nj. =  [g]S is the vector of recovered surface parameters. Note th a t in the 
general case N,. ^  N  since the intensity vector S may contain highlights and shadows. 
In this section we only estim ate the error in the estimate due to noise, not the difference 
between the true normal and the recovered normal.
The recovery error E^y  ^ =  =  [g]Eg is a random vector with zero mean. Let
us denote the ith  row of m atrix [g] by QL Then the covariance cr%[i,j] between the 
2th  and the j th  components of Ejv is:
A[ iJ]  =  £ { E „ ( i ] E „ [ j | }  =  £ { ( Q ‘ ■ E g ) ( Q )  • E g ) }
K  K
k=l 1—1
K  K= E  E  QI«k]QWf{EgMEgM}
k=l 1=1
The components of Eg are independent, and have the same variance <j|, therefore the 
cross-covariance function {Eg[A:]Eg[Z]} is a delta function, and:
i<
k=l
Thus the covariance m atrix [E;v] of the normal error vector Eyv is equal to ag[QQ^].
Since p,. and n,. do not depend linearly on N  and E^v, their explicit analytical expression 
is rather complicated. Please note, however, th a t the covariance m atrix [Eat], which 
defines the size of the Gaussian “cloud” of error vectors added to N^, does not depend on 
Nf. itself, only on the error and illumination matrix. It means th a t after normalisation 
of N,. the error in the normal direction will be smaller for brighter patches, and larger 
for darker patches.
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T h e  d e s ig n  issue: illu m in a tio n  c o n fig u ra tio n  Note tha t the recovery error de­
pends on the illumination configuration.
M atrix [T]) " ^ [ T ] ( [T]) "  ^ =  ([L]-^[L])“ h  Its conditionality, i.e.
the ratio of its maximal and minimal singular values, is the same as the conditional­
ity of m atrix [L]^[L]. Thus the restoration error greatly depends on the illumination 
configuration. For example, if the illumination directions are nearly coplanar, then the 
minimal singular value is close to 0 , and the conditionality of the illumination m atrix 
soars. This means tha t the error in would be massive.
4.3.5 N orm alised shadow thresholding
If the colour differencing method is not applicable, we apply the alternative m ethod 
reducing the 3-dimensional colour problem to one dimension.
This m ethod is in essence similar to shadow value thresholding because by applying 
the threshold Ty we not only measure closeness of a normal to the specular direction, 
but also effectively control the elevation of the recovered normal over the shadow-line 
of the illumination source corresponding to the darkest pixel. This elevation value is 
proportional to the image shadow value. However, the actual shadow value depends 
on, among other things, the brightness of the body colour of the corresponding surface 
patch, and the strength of the illuminant (non-shadows in the darker areas of the 
surface under dimmer light may be darker than  shadows in the brighter areas under 
brighter light). In the elevation value these dependencies are eliminated, so we can see 
the alternative method as thresholding of a normalised shadow value.
Let us as before consider a surface patch with surface normal n and body colour C =  
PcC. Under the illumination configuration, described by the illumination m atrix [L] : 
4 X 3, we obtain the intensity m atrix [/]. After the colour reduction step we are left 
with the shading vector S =  [7]c. To apply the criteria, we identify the brightest pixel 
s^ as a possible highlight. Then we use the three darkest pixels to form a shading sub­
vector S^. We also make up a corresponding illumination sub-m atrix [L^] (excluding 
the illuminant which produced the brightest pixel). We recover =  priir.
In the noiseless case, if contains a shadow from any of the three illumination sources.
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then Nj. falls on the shadow-line of th a t source.
In the presence of noise we actually use a noisy version of recovered vector =  Pr-n^, 
and N r deviates from the shadow-line. Therefore to determine whether N r falls on 
the shadow-line, we threshold the angle between ür and 1^  for all d ^  b. There are 
different strategies for setting the threshold. We suggest using an individual threshold 
Tf^r[b,d] for every pair of illuminants, where b refers to  the hypothetical highlight, 
and d  to the hypothetical shadow. To define T /v [ 6 ,  d], we find the smallest angle 'ijjd,b 
between the shadow-line of 1^  and the specular direction of 1^ . Then T /v [ 6 ,  d] = 'yipd,b- 
Param eter 7  governs the elevation. If the specular cones are expected to be narrow, 
7  can be increased to allow for more brightened shadows. If however, the surfaces 
are going to be more diffuse in nature, then we can decrease 7  and sacrifice some 
brightened shadows. In our implementation of the algorithm we use 7  =  0.5. If the 
angle 4>^ <  T /v [ 5 ,  d] for all d ^  b, then we declare th a t the quadruple in question is a 
highlight.
D is tr ib u tio n  o f cos fo r a  q u a d ru p le  w ith  shad o w  in  th e  d th  im ag e  We
calculate coscf)^ as the scalar product of 1  ^ and n^. Let us denote by =  [Q^ ]-
Then by virtue of (4.7):
Ny =  N^ -|- EA7r
where Eyvr is a zero-mean random  vector with covariance m atrix [S^vr] =
Then we can calculate cos as:
E ,cos
| N r |
Since [I^] has a  shadow in the dth image, N^ falls on the corresponding shadow-line, 
that is • N r =  0 , and therefore:
cos (f) — 1d \Nr\
Note th a t |N r| is a  random variable which depends on E^vr- However, if jEjVrl |N r|, 
we can approximate random  variable l / |N r |  by the deterministic value l / |N r | ,  and 
estimate the elevation value as:
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This is a random  variable with zero mean and variance:
By the definition of [Q^], (L‘^ )^[g^] is a basis unit vector d (all its elements are zero, 
except the one at the position of vector L*^  within [L^]). Therefore (1^)^[Q^] =  d / / 2 \^ 
and:
A -
In other words, the elevation value or “normalised shadow value” error is indeed 
proportional to the intensity error normalised by the brightness of the source and the 
“lightness” of the body colour pc  (since jN^j is proportional to pc).
P r o p o r t io n  o f shadow s fro m  th e  d th  so u rc e  m isc lassified  as h ig h lig h ts  Since 
the distribution of elevation value is Gaussian, for a given configuration we can 
calculate the proportion of shadows from the dth source misclassified as highlights 
from the 5th source:
«3).a*.»(TN[b,til.4) = ierfc j
This is a result not easy to interpret, as jN^j depends on both p, n and the illumination 
configuration. However, we can say th a t additive image noise affects the performance 
of this algorithm more in dimly lit areas and in the areas with lower albedo (which is 
obvious, as for a constant level of noise the SNR in these areas is higher).
4.3.6 Overall perform ance
After we classify a quadruple as non-problematic, or as having a shadow or a highlight, 
we perform PS using either all four pixels, or the three brightest, or the three darkest 
respectively. In all cases the error is proportional to according to (4.7), the difference 
being the choice of the illumination (sub-)matrix.
Furtherm ore we can consider three types of misclassification:
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1 . Non-problematic quadruples classified as problematic: the consequence is th a t we 
recover the surface param eters using some illumination sub-m atrix instead of the 
whole matrix, which leads to (often insignificant) loss of robustness.
2 . Problem atic quadruples classified as non-problematic: the missed error in this 
case is less than Th, and therefore jE/vl < TlÜQH.
3. A problematic quadruple of one kind is classified as a problematic quadruple of 
the other kind. In this case we do not exclude the “offending” pixel, and the 
recovery error is proportional to the value |ei,| ||Q || of th a t particular quadruple.
4.4  Error analysis: error in estim atin g  th e  illum ination  
m atrix
Let us now consider a  different case: we assume th a t there is no image noise, but the 
illumination m atrix we are using is ju st an estimate of the real illumination conditions.
In what follows we consider how an error in illumination estimation affects the perfor­
mance of the algorithm. Note th a t the chromaticity estimation and the colour differ­
encing algorithm do not use the illumination vectors. Therefore in this section we only 
consider the one-dimensional colour-reduced problem.
Errors in estimating illumination param eters can arise in various ways. First of all, 
some of the assumptions may be violated: for example, the illumination sources are 
placed not sufficiently far from the surface, therefore the illumination direction varies 
across the surface. Even when all the assumptions hold, we still have to estim ate the 
directions and the strengths of the illuminants, and these param eters are not necessarily 
constant (for example, as lamps need to heat up, their strengths may change).
A specific case of an additional illumination not accounted for in an illumination vector 
is the secondary illumination from the environment. Secondary illumination depends on 
a lot of factors: the strength and direction of the incident light, the nature of the envi­
ronment (consider taking images in a room with black m atte walls as opposed to glossy 
white walls) etc. It can be crudely modelled as an additional illumination from zenith
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with strength proportional to the strength of the main illumination: 
where z is the vertical unit vector, is the strength of the A;th illuminant, and param ­
eter 1/ controls the strength of the secondary illumination. (The reasoning behind this 
is the following. For a Lam bertian patch a complex illumination configuration can be 
replaced by a single distant illumination source the illumination vector of which is the 
sum of the illumination vectors of all the sources which do not produce a shadow. Since 
the secondary illumination basically consists of light multiply refiected from the envi­
ronment, the best estim ate for the resulting illumination is from zenith. The strength 
of the reflected light obviously depends on the strength of the incident light. We model 
reflective properties of different environments by including a factor 7/  which shows what 
proportion of the strength of the incident light contributes to the secondary illumina­
tion.
In what follows we assume that the image values [/] are obtained according to the 
Lam bertian model under some real illumination m atrix [Lt]. However we actually use 
the estimated illumination m atrix  [Lg] =  [Lt] [Ei].
4 .4 .1  E rror d e te c t io n
Consider an intensity vector I produced by a surface patch described by vector N = pn 
under the true illumination with m atrix [Lt].
Consider a unit vector G IZP such th a t [Lt]'^at =  O, where O =  ( 0 , . . .  ,0 )^ . If the 
quadruple I is non-shadowed Lambertian, then I • =  0.
However, since we only know the estim ated m atrix [Le], we can only use an estim ated 
vector ag such tha t [LgJ^ag =  O. Let us consider the problematic quadruple detection 
error e/, =  ag • I w ritten in m atrix form:
a l l  =  a ^ i t l N  =  {[L,] -  [E t])N  =  - a ^ E i j N
Then can be estimated as:
|£il<|ae| IIELII |N|=p||Ei| |
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T h re sh o ld in g  va lu e  T l  Contrary to the case of imaging noise, now the problem 
detection error le^j depends on the albedo of the surface patch. Therefore to remove 
this dependency, we should threshold the normalised value of a ^ I, namely ag • I / |I |  by 
using a threshold Tl-  Then, if we can estimate the norm of the error m atrix, we can 
use 11 E l  11 as a  threshold.
However, when both types of noise are combined, we amplify the random image noise 
in the dai’ker areas. The choice of strategy depends on what kind of error prevails in a 
particular experimental configuration: the Gaussian imaging error or the illumination 
error (which includes secondary illumination).
4 .4 .2  R e c o v e r y  error 'Em
Consider (non-shadowed Lam bertian) intensity vector I  obtained under illumination 
with m atrix [Lt],  which we try  to recover using estimated illumination m atrix [Lg] (in 
the general case [Eg] is not square, and we use LSE to obtain its left inverse m atrix 
[Qe] — ([Eg]^[Eg])"^[Eg]^ instead of its inverse):
N g  =  [ Q g ] I  =  [Qe][Lt]N =  [Qe]([Le] -  [ E l ] ) N  =  N  -  [ Q g ] [ E L ] N  
We can estim ate the recovery error as:
| [ Q e ] [ E L l N | < p | | E i . | |  I I K c l l  = ^min
where X,nin is the minimum singular value of m atrix [Eg].
D esign  issue: ro b u s t  illu m in a tio n  c o n fig u ra tio n s  The recovery error depends 
on the albedo of the surface patch and on the properties of the illumination matrix. 
If, for example, the illuminants are nearly coplanar, can be close to zero, and
the recovery error therefore can be very large even for a small error m atrix. Thus to 
design an illumination configuration robust to small errors in the illumination matrix, 
we should require the ratio Xmax/^min to be sufficiently small.
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4 .4 .3  S h a d o w s  d e te c t io n
Let us now address the issue of shadow (and consequently highlight) detection. As 
was discussed before, we detect a problematic quadruple, and then decide whether it 
contains a highlight or a shadow. If the quadruple does not contain any shadows, then 
it must contain a highlight. We detect shadows by thresholding the normalised shadow 
value from which the albedo and the illumination strength dependencies are removed. 
This allows us to cope with brightened shadows which (more often than  not) occur in 
the real images.
The normalised shadow value is in fact the elevation of the recovered normal vector 
over the shadow-line of the corresponding illumination source.
P e r fe c tly  b lack  sh ad o w s, naturally, present no problem: even though we have 
recovered the normal using an erroneous illumination matrix, the recovered normal 
falls directly on the shadow-line of the corresponding (erroneous) illumination source, 
and our algorithm will pick it up with any threshold T m -
B rig h te n e d  sh ad o w s occur when we have secondary illumination and interreflec­
tion. W hereas interreflection is an exciting subject to look into, it is not possible to 
model it without making assumptions about the surface, and we consider our problem 
to be purely local. To some degree the case of interreflection is covered by our analysis 
as interreflections may also be considered as an additional unaccounted for illumina­
tion, with strength and direction strongly depending not only on the illumination, but 
also on the spectral, reflective and spatial properties of the imaged surface. There­
fore at the moment we only consider the secondary illumination from the environment 
which we estim ate as directed from zenith and proportional to the strength of the main 
illumination.
The intensity vector with a brightened shadow from the dth. source is:
I=[Em ]N-(L^. .N ) i"  + N N
where [Lm] is the main illumination m atrix (which in this case is assumed known), [Lg] 
is the secondary illumination m atrix, and i^ is a unit vector which consists of zeros
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and a unit at the dth position. The term  (L ^  • N)i^ indicates th a t without additional 
illumination we have a perfectly black shadow from the dth source.
The recovered normal then is:
N r  =  [ Q , „ | I  =  [ Q , „ ] [ L m ] N  -  ( L i  ■ N ) [ Q „ ] i ‘< +  | Q , „ ] [ L , | N
Then we normalise N,. by its length, and find the elevation value as the scalar product 
with the direction of the dth source. Taking into consideration tha t 
we get:
( L f , - N )  ( L l - N )  . ( L f  N )  ( L ^ - N )
/ | N r |  / | N r |  / | N r |  / | N r |
Estim ating (as before) L f =  and considering tha t |N r| is directly proportional
to p, we get:
where [lm] is the m atrix of the main illumination directions, and / ( n ,  [lm]) is some 
non-negative function of a surface normal and normalised illumination configuration. 
The elevation value indeed does not depend on both surface albedo and illumination 
strength, only on the geometric properties of the illumination and the surface normal. 
The thresholding value therefore should be directly proportional to the level of the 
secondary illumination.
4.5 Error analysis: experim ents
In this section we confirm the conclusions drawn from the analytical part of the per­
formance assessment for each step of the algorithm, in the presence of both types of 
error.
4 .5 .1  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  th e  e x p e r im e n ts
We want the experiments to be as representative as possible. Therefore for each section 
we perform a whole series of experiments with different, randomly built illumination 
matrices. The random  matrices have an illuminant in each of the quarters of the
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illumination hemisphere, with an elevation angle normally distributed around 60°, tilt 
angles distributed around diagonal lines x  = y  and x  =  —y, and lengths normally 
distributed around 1 with appropriately small variances. All this is aimed to assure 
th a t the conditionality of the illumination matrices is good. Illumination error matrices 
E l consist of E  x 3 normal random variables. The m atrix is later normalised is such 
a way th a t its normal is equal to the given param eter. We used the illumination 
matrices to render images of spheres with various colours and reflectance param eters 
(the specular component was modelled according to the Phong model [30]). We discuss 
the choice of colour and reflectance param eters in each section. We added illumination 
noise (of a given variance) and secondary illumination (of a given strength) to each of 
the images, and we added a big “cast” shadow to one of the images (imagine an object 
blocking the path of light).
4 .5 .2  C o lo u r  r e d u c t io n
The colour reduction step does not depend on the illumination m atrix, so we only 
analyse the contribution of image noise.
At the colour reduction step, we estimate vectors S and |S|c. To illustrate the conclu­
sion of Section 4.3.1 th a t the noise components are independent and directly propor­
tional to the level of the image noise, we calculate the mean vectors and the covariance 
matrices of both error vectors. We repeat the procedure for a range of noise lev­
els. To confirm the theoretical results, the vectors should be of zero mean, and their 
components should be independent and distributed with variance (the input noise 
variance). We normalise the covariance matrices by <j^ , and therefore expect them to 
be unit matrices for any level of noise.
We generated spheres with random chromaticities. A random chromaticity in this case 
is a random vector which consists of three normally distributed random variables with 
mean 3 and variance 1. The vector is subsequently normalised. The “colour lightness” 
Pc is nevertheless constant and is 2 0 0  throughout the surface to m aintain the same 
SNR ratio. The results are summarised in Table 4.2. Each covariance m atrix and 
mean vector in the table is normalised by the noise value, so we can check the validity
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noise level distribution of error in S distribution of error in iSlc
mean:
-0.054 -0.044 -0.049 -0.054
covariance matrix:
0.986 0.008 -0.005 -0.000
0.008 0.972 0.005 -0.001
-0.005 0.005 0.986 -0.003
-0.000 -0.001 -0.003 0.994
mean:
0.009 0.004 0.015
covariance matrix: 
1.015 -0.002 -0.002
-0.002 0.992 0.004
-0.002 0.004 0.999
10
mean:
-0.074 -0.070 -0.077 -0.077
covariance matrix:
0.976 0.006 -0.003 -0.001
0.006 0.982 0.005 0.000
-0.003 0.005 0.963 0.004
-0.001 0.000 0.004 0.971
mean:
0.038 0.028 0.038
covariance matrix:
1.003 -0.003 0.004
-0.003 1.000 -0.003
0.004 -0.003 0.990
20
mean:
-0.110 -0.107 -0.114 -0.104
covariance matrix:
0.963 0.005 0.000 0.011
0.005 0.969 0.001 -0.001
0.000 0.001 0.974 0.009
0.011 -0.001 0.009 0.970
mean:
0.076 0.079 0.078
covariance matrix:
1.005 -0.004 -0.004
-0.004 1.019 -0.010
-0.004 -0.010 1.012
Table 4.2: Distribution of colour reduction errors. The theoretically expected values 
are mean 0, and covariance m atrix equal to the unit m atrix. The noise level is measured 
as the standard deviation of additive noise in greyscale values.
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Figure 4.2: Correspondence between unnormalised misclassification rate and function 
eTfc(T/_,/\/2(j^) for various levels of image noise
of the conclusion tha t the components of the error vector are independent and have 
the same variance as the image noise. As SNR grows, the ratio between a  and |S| 
gets larger, and the linear approximation of the error vector becomes less accurate. 
Nevertheless even for very high levels of noise the analysis is still acceptable.
4 .5 .3  P r o b le m  d e te c t io n
In this section we want to illustrate several points from the analysis in Section 3.2. 
First of all, Fig. 4.2 illustrates the false positive rate for unnormalised €l which is 
indeed in good agreement with the theoretically defined erfc function. However, to 
reduce the false negatives rate  and to cope with illumination estimation error (both 
these phenomena depend on p) we use the normalised variable =  (a • I ) / |I | .  To 
analyse the difference in the performance and its dependence on various factors, we use 
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves. We construct the ROC plots in the 
following manner: For each set of param eters (these include reflectance param eters, 
illumination matrix, the image noise level, and secondary illumination param eter zv) we 
produce a set of 4 photometric images. Then each quadruple is classified as problematic 
or non-problematic according to the algorithm for a range of threshold param eters T^. 
Since we know the ground tru th , each time we can define whether the quadruple is 
indeed problematic, and whether it was classified correctly. Thus for every value T l  
we have a proportion A{Tl ) of all problematic pixels misclassified as non-problematic
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Figure 4.3: (a) False negative (solid line) and false positive (dotted line) misclassifica­
tion rates for the case with cr =  10, ||[E']|| =  0.5, and p = 50. (b) ROC curve for the 
same parameters.
(false negatives), and a proportion B{Tl ) of all non-problematic pixels misclassified 
as problematic (false positives). The values A{Tl ) and B {T i)  can be plotted against 
each other to produce the ROC curves. The closer the curve comes to the origin, the 
better the performance of the algorithm is (smaller values of both A  and B  mean th a t 
the misclassification rate of both types is low for some threshold Tx,). To illustrate the 
concept of an ROC curve, Fig. 4.3a shows the two misclassification curves for the case 
with albedo p =  50, image noise level <j =  10 and the norm of illumination error m atrix 
\\[E]\\ = 0.5. Fig. 4.3b shows the same two curves plotted against each other.
Fig. 4.4 presents a collection of ROC curves for different albedos and different levels 
of both errors. Each graph shows the behaviour for p=25, 125, and 225. The columns 
correspond to a given level of noise whereas the rows correspond to a given norm of 
the error matrices. Note th a t in general the particular form of the curves depends on 
the form of the illumination matrix.
4 .5 .4  C o lo u r  d ifferen c in g
The colour differencing algorithm depends only on the colour content of the scene, and 
it does not depend on the illumination configuration. Therefore in this section we only 
need to consider the imaging noise.
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Figure 4.4: ROC curves A (B )  for various albedos: solid line for p =  25, dotted line 
for p = 125, and dashed line for p = 225, for image noise levels 0, 5, and 10, and 
illumination estimation error ||[F7]|| =  0 , 0 .2 , and 0 .5
F alse  p o s itiv e  m isc la ss if ica tio n  r a te  The main impact of our analysis is based 
on the formula for the false positive misclassification rate (4.5) expressed in terms 
of the complementary error function. Therefore if we show th a t the misclassification 
rate indeed conforms with this formula, we can accept all conclusions based on it. We 
calculated the false positive misclassification rates for a whole series of experiments with 
different levels of noise and different colour strengths. Table 4.3 shows the agreement 
between experimentally calculated B{Tc)  and the corresponding analytical function as:
fc=i Tc,k =  k
Tc.
K
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noise
sin/?
0.72 0.52 0.33 0.17 0.05
0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0
2 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1
5 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1
1 0 0 .0 0 2 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 2
Table 4.3; Agreement between false positive misclassification rate  of colour differencing 
m ethod for various noise levels and colour strengths and theoretically predicted erfc 
functions
which is the standard  deviation between the values calculated for each of the K  values 
Tc,k from 0  to Tcmax- K  is the number of sample points we use to represent these 
functions. We used K  = 50 and Tcmax = 200. The predicted analytical function and 
the true false positive rate indeed agree very well. This means tha t we can safely accept 
the guidelines for choosing the design param eters, described in Section 4.3.3.
R O C  cu rv e s  It is not possible to give a good analytical form for false negatives rate 
as we do not know how many specular pixels there can be in an image. Therefore to 
assess the overall performance of the colour differencing method we calculate the  false 
negatives rate experimentally. Again, we present the results in the format of ROC 
curves, i.e. the false positive rate plotted against the false negative rate. A typical 
example of both misclassification rates and the corresponding ROC curve is given in 
Fig. 4.5.
It is evident th a t the performance gets worse with both increase of the level of noise 
and closeness of the body and illumination colours. Note th a t in the m ajority of cases 
the false negative rate is never 0 : in the presence of noise we always miss at least some 
of the highlights, though adm ittedly only the weakest ones.
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Figure 4.5: (a) False negative (solid line) and false positive (dotted line) misclassifi­
cation rates for the case with a = 1 0 , and sin/3 = 0.73. (b) ROC curve for the same 
pai'ameters.
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Figure 4.6: ROC curves A (B )  for colour differencing m ethod in the presence of imaging 
noise: (a) a = 2, (b) cr =  5, and (c) a  =  10. The colour strengths, measured as sin/3, 
are in each graph: 0.73, 0.53, 0.33, 0.17, and 0.05.
4 .5 .5  S h a d o w  d e te c t io n  u s in g  n o r m a lise d  th r e sh o ld in g
We investigate the performance of this algorithm in the same way we used for the 
investigation of the colour differencing method. In this experiment we only consider 
problematic quadruples. For each problematic quadruple we define whether it is a 
highlight or a shadow for a range of values of the threshold governing param eter 7 . 
For higher values of 7  the threshold defines narrower specular cones, so we expect tha t 
more highlights and fewer shadows will be misclassified. In each experiment we vary 
the level of noise, the level of secondary illumination, and the surface albedo.
Fig. 4.7 presents examples of typical behaviour of misclassification rates. Figs.4.7a
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Figure 4.7: Normalised thresholding misclassification rates as functions of 7 . No noise, 
high secondary illumination for p: (a) 250, (b) 50. High noise, no secondary illumination 
for p: (c) 250, (d) 50.
and 4.7b correspond to the noiseless case with a high level of secondary illumination 
(// ~  0.5) for low and high albedo respectively. The shadow misclassification rate  does 
not depend on the albedo as we showed theoretically (it is the direct effect of the 
normalisation of the shadow values). Figs.4.7c and 4.7d correspond to the noisy case 
(a =  10) with no secondary illumination for low and high albedo respectively. The 
highlight misclassification rate in this case does not depend on the albedo. However 
since after normalisation we amplify noise in the darker areas, the shadow misclassifi­
cation rate is higher for the darker areas. Thus both secondary illumination and noise 
affect the misclassification rate in a different manner.
Fig.4.8 shows a collection of ROC curves, calculated for different levels of noise, sec­
ondary illumination, and surface albedo. Each panel shows the 5 curves for p ~  50, 
100, 150, 200, and 250. The ROC curves are defined in this case as the highlights 
misclassification rate A  plotted against the shadow misclassification rate B  for various 
values of the governing param eter 7 . The image noise has a more profound effect on 
the performance of this part of the algorithm than the secondary illumination. The 
level of misclassification introduced by secondary illumination practically does not vary 
for different albedo (as it was shown by the theoretical analysis). However, due to the 
normalisation, the noise is amplified for the darker areas, and we can see how quickly 
the performance falls for dai'ker areas with the increase of noise.
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Figure 4.8: ROC curves for normalised thresholding, for different albedo, levels of noise 
and secondary illnmiiiation.
4.6 S ystem  design recom m endation
Based on the results of this work, we put forward the following design recommendations 
for the construction of a Photom etric Stereo rig:
I llu m in a tio n  m a tr ix . If the designer has control over illumination conditions, he or 
she should take into account the following considerations. The best configuration in 
our opinion is the cross-like placement of the illuminants with the same elevation angle, 
since this arrangement offers an even sampling of the azimuth angle. The elevation 
angle should be well over 30°, otherwise the normalised thresholding method does 
not work. Besides, low elevation angles of illumination increase the chance for more 
than one shadows being present in a quadruple. On the other hand, the conditioning 
number of such an illumination m atrix grows with the elevation angle (for angles above
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arcsin (l/V 3)), which means th a t certain types of error will be amplified, e.g. restoration 
error which depends on the conditioning number of this matrix. We suggest th a t the 
illumination elevation angle should be between 45° and 60°.
T h re sh o ld  va lues If the designer does not know the level of image noise and the 
degree of the secondary illumination, he/she should choose the threshold levels as the 
maximum possible values of the missed artefact. We suggest the following values: 
Tl  =  0.01, Tc  = 10, Td = siiijd =  0.1, and 7  =  0.3. If, however, the designer knows 
the level of the image noise and /or secondary illumination, he/she can calculate the 
appropriate threshold values according to our analysis in the corresponding sections. 
Below we give examples on how to use the analysis.
Let us consider the problematic quadruple detection algorithm. Threshold Tl  = 0.01 
for normalised values corresponds to T l = 0 .0 1 |I| for unnormalised values, which of 
course differs for various conditions. For most surfaces we dealt with, |I| is in the 
range of 200-500. Thus Tl  for unnormalised values is in the range of 2-5. To achieve 
a misclassification rate  less than  0.1 we should require the ratio T l I cts > 1.65, th a t is 
< T l/1 .65 , where we consider T l is for unnormalised values. Thus if the noise level 
is less than, say, 5-7 grey values, the adjustm ent to T& on the basis of known level of 
noise are justifiable. Otherwise the designer should use Tl  = 0.01.
The relationship between Tc  and To  was considered in significant detail in Section 
4.3.3. Param eter 7  which governs the elevation angle depends mostly on the level of 
secondary illumination. For the cases when there is significant secondary illumination 
it may be advisable to increase 7  to approximately 0.5. However, it may result in a 
greater number of misclassified highlights, so overall 7  =  0.3 is a reasonable choice.
4.7  C onclusions
In this chapter we presented a detailed theoretical and experimental analysis of a mod­
ified photometric stereo algorithm. The algorithm detects highlights and shadows in 
the input quadruples of intensity, and eliminates them  from the recovery. Thus the 
reliability of the recovered normals and albedo is improved.
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We considered each part of the photometric stereo algorithm described, namely colour 
reduction, problem detection, colour differencing, and normalised shadow thresholding, 
in the presence of two types of error: acquisition error, or image noise, and illumination 
estimation error. We used the theoretical results to provide a designer with guidelines 
for the choice of threshold values. In general, the threshold values depend on the level 
of image noise and degree of secondary illumination.
We showed that the noise level in greyscale intensities after the colour reduction step is 
the same as the level of noise in the input colour images. In the problematic quadruple 
detection step the false positive misclassification rate  depends on the image noise in 
terms of the complementary error function, which makes it possible to use as a design 
feature either the expected misclassification rate or the maximum “Lam bertian error" 
€l of missed problematic quadruples. It was also shown that if there is error in il­
lumination estimation (e.g. we have noticeable secondary illumination) the detection 
error depends on the albedo of the surface, in which case one has to use the normalised 
detection error. Normalisation amplifies noise in the darker areas.
The accuracy of the colour differencing criterion depends on the angle between the body 
colour of the surface and the colour of the illumination. The three design param eters 
- misclassification rate, the width of unaccepted body colour cone, and the value of 
missed highlights - are connected, and the designer may control any two of them.
The accuracy of the normalised shadow thresholding depends on both image noise 
level and illumination estimation, including secondary illumination. The secondary 
illumination affects more the highlight misclassification rate, whereas the image noise 
has most effect on the shadow misclassification rate. Overall, the most pronounced 
effect is tha t of the higher image noise in the areas which are dimly lit and darker in 
colour.
We used extensive synthetic experiments to confirm our theoretical results.
C hapter 5
Classification of textures from a 
single grey-scale im age
5.1 In troduction
In the recent years there is a  growing interest within the Com puter Vision community 
to problems of description and recognition of 3-dimensional textures. While character­
isation of 2 -dimensional textures is a well-developed subject, there is still a lot to be 
discovered about 3-dimensional textures.
The main problem is th a t we are dealing with images which are 2-dimensional represen­
tations of these textures. The 2D textures we use for recognition can differ enormously 
with the change of viewing or illumination direction [3]. It is therefore highly desirable 
to find surface descriptors which are invariant to changes in imaging geometry. Such 
descriptors can be used in a variety of ways, for example, for prediction of behaviour 
of texture features and classification purposes.
A classification process generally consists of two stages: a training stage where a classi­
fier learns some statistics about certain descriptors using a training database of samples 
for each class, and a testing stage, where' a classifier is presented with a sample to be 
recognised as belonging to one of the classes by applying the learned knowledge. In 
this chapter we discuss approaches to classification of 3-dimensional textures which use
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a photometric stereo database for training.
Photom etric stereo training sets are advantageous in a variety of ways. F irst of all, 
their use allows one to separate colour and geometric descriptors, and investigate the 
behaviour of colour descriptors and shape descriptors separately. Second, since all pixels 
in a photometric set of images are registered, one can investigate the spatial correlations 
within either colour components or normals components, or even between both  sets. We 
briefly discuss the question of colour before concentrating on the correlation approach 
to surface descriptors.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 we mention some aspects of using-
colour in texture classification before addressing the greyscale case. In Section 5.3 j
we briefly recall how the photometric stereo method works. We describe the texture j
features which we consider as the basis for our research in Section 5.4. We also develop a I
model which shows the role of surface descriptors, illumination, and feature extraction j
filters in the formation of texture features. Section 5.5 is devoted to the behaviour
of texture features under changing direction of illumination. We also show th a t the
sinusoidal response model, proposed by Chantier et al [5] [4], is in fact a partial case
of our model. We consider another application of the proposed model in Section 5.6,
namely, reconstruction of the illumination vector from a single image. This result is
then used in Section 5.7 for the purpose of texture recognition. We present experimental
results in Section 5.8. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.9.
5.2 Colour and 3-dim ensional tex tu res
The issue of use of colour in recognition of 3D textures has not yet received much at­
tention. Healey and Wang [15] used correlation functions within and between colour 
bands for description of 2D colour textures. Later the method was adopted for recog­
nition of 2D colour textures in 3D scenes [19]. It was shown that depth and orientation 
of a 2D textured surface manifest themselves as transform ations of the colour corre­
lation functions. A later work on the subject [36] considered 3-dimensional surfaces 
from the CUReT database, again using colour correlation functions. For each image
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surface normal at m tli position within a neighbourhood
N m atrix of normals comprising a neighbourhood
L9 = qth illuminant
image intensity of ?nth position in gth image
Fk kth  filter
r neighbourhood filter response
R surface response vector
surface response covariance m atrix for kth  filter
4 kth  texture feature
D vector of texture features
Sij cross-covariance m atrix for zth and j  normal components
a illumination slant angle
T illumination tilt angle
X vector of “quadratic" illumination components
p m atrix formed from elements of all 0 ^
E image error vector
Î, f , ^ noise intensity vector, filter response, and texture feature
n weighted response m atrix
A weighted texture feature vector
/ (X ) weighted square distance as function of X
dP minimum of a weighted distance for the a th  surface
Table 5.1: Table of nomenclature for Chapter 5.
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ill the image set, which represents a texture in the database, a colour correlation func­
tion was calculated in a vector form. Then the dimensionality of this vector ensemble 
was established by using the SVD technique, and the basis of the spanning subspace 
was found. The dimensionality ranges from 1 for 2 D textures to 70 for more complex 
textures, but it usually is in the region of 10-20. For an input colour image the vector 
of correlation function is calculated. If the vector lies in the subspace defined for a 
particular texture, then the image can be a view of th a t texture under some (unknown) 
viewing and illumination geometry.
The use of Colour Photom etric Stereo opens new possibilities for the classification of 
colour 3D textures, since it allows one to separate the normal, albedo and chromaticity 
for every surface patch.
For Lam bertian surfaces we can reduce the problem of analysis and recognition of 
3D colour textures to the greyscale case by extracting the chromaticity component, 
for both training and testing images. The chromatic images ai'e illumination geometry 
invariant, i.e. they do not depend on the changes in illumination strength and direction. 
On the other hand, the greyscale images (which include albedo) do not depend on the 
illumination spectral content. Therefore we can divide the classification task into two 
separate problems, and either deal with them independently, or in conjunction.
Another promising solution can arise if we consider colour correlation functions in 
conjunction with correlation functions of the normal components which are developed 
in this Chapter. We do not consider this interesting problem in this thesis, and leave 
it for further research.
5.3 P h otom etric  stereo and reconstruction  o f generalised  
surface norm als
In this chapter we do not use the m ethod described in the previous chapters to re­
construct surface param eters, since we are more concerned with what a surface looks 
like rather than what its normals and local albedo really are. We also assume that
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deviations from linear photometric model (i.e. highlights and shadows) are negligible, 
so there is no need to employ the proposed m ethod anyway.
We assume th a t a Lam bertian 3-D textured surface can be represented as a collection 
of small flat patches, each patch corresponding to an image pixel. We characterise the 
??ith patch by a generalised normal, which is a vector N ,„ =  Pm^m, where pm is the 
Lambertian albedo of the patch, and n„i is its normal. Such a description captures 
both local albedo and surface orientation.
We illuminate the surface in tu rn  by Q illumination sources with illumination directions 
where 1 is the direction and p, is the strength of the gth light source, 
q = 1 , . . . , Q .  (Small bold letters denote unit vectors throughout this chapter). The 
image intensity a t the m th  pixel of the surface under the qth illuminant, therefore, is 
given by:
=  p" =  (L 5)^N „
We stack all Q photometric equations corresponding to the same position within the 
image to obtain a linear system of equations:
Im —
where L  is the illumination matrix: L = ( L \  . . .  ,L ^ )^ . This system has a straight­
forward solution provided there are at least 3 linearly independent illuminants in the 
configuration:
Nn, =
where [L]~^ = {iTL)~^LT'  is the left inverse of L. If Q =  3, the left inverse becomes 
the inverse of L.
In what follows we assume th a t all the normals of the training surfaces are calculated 
from a photometric set. This means th a t we have at our disposal a vector field, from 
which various statistical param eters can be derived. In this work we consider second- 
order statistics calculated from the joint distribution of particular neighbours of the 
normal field.
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5.4 T exture features
We consider a particular group of filtering texture features which involve filtering the 
image with a linear filter, followed by an energy estimated function. This set of features 
was considered by Chantier et al [5] [4], and Penirschke et al  [28]. They investigated 
the effects of filtering in the frequency domain where the results are more tractable 
(one has to consider only multiplication of the image and the filter spectra). However, 
since many useful filters have a compact, well-localised form in the spatial domain (for 
example. Laws’ filters), it is possible (and indeed useful) to investigate the effects of 
this type of filtering in the spatial domain as well.
We consider the filter response to a linear filter across the image as a random variable 
r , instantiated by filter responses at different positions within the image. The energy 
estimation of the filtered image in the frequency domain corresponds to the variance 
estimation of this random variable in the spatial domain.
The random variable r  is in fact a linear combination of a collection of random  variables 
which constitute a neighbourhood in an image. Consider a m atrix which represents a 
particular filter mask. We enumerate its elements column- or row-wise to get a vector 
F  : M  X 1. Applied to a position within the image, the filter uses the values of the 
pixels inside the corresponding neighbourhood. We enumerate these pixels (in the same 
way as the coefficients of F) to obtain an intensity vector I of the same size. The filter 
response of this neighbourhood to the filter is:
r  =  F ^ I
Particular image neighbourhoods instantiate random  vector I, whereas their filter re­
sponses instantiate random variable r.
We define a texture feature 6 as the variance of random variable r:
Ô = = £{{r -  £ { r } f }  (5 .1 )
If we have a bank of K  filters represented by vectors F i ,  F 2 , . . . ,  F k  , we define a 
texture feature vector P ) 5E (6 1 , d ^ , . . . , Ôk )'^.
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5 .4 .1  T e x tu r e  f e a tu r e s  a n d  i l lu m in a t io n
Let us now consider not a neighbourhood in the image but the corresponding part of the 
surface itself. We enumerate the surface patches which constitute it in the same way as 
the components of the filter m atrix (and the pixel values of the image neighbourhood). 
The generalised normals of these patches make up a m atrix N  = (N i, N 2 , . . . ,  N m ) so 
tha t for some (deterministic) illumination vector L, we obtain the image pixel values 
as:
1 = N '^L
Again, this 3 x M  m atrix N  can be considered as a random m atrix, which is instantiated 
by particular areas of the surface in question.
Then the random filter response r  can be expressed in term s of the extended surface 
normals N p
r  =  (5.2)
where both F  and L are deterministic, and N  is random.
To find an expression of the texture feature Ô, let us consider a surface response vector 
R  =  AŒ.
Then random variable r  can be expressed in term s of the illumination and surface filter 
response vector:
r =  R ^ L  (5.3)
In other words, r is a  linear combination of random variables R[i] with (deterministic) 
coefficients L[i].
Imagine random m atrix N  as three “images” , each image corresponding to a particular 
normal component. The components of vector R  are filter responses of these individual 
“images” . If we know the distribution of normals within the neighbourhood, we can 
find the joint distribution of components as their linear combination. In particular, we 
know the surface response covariance m atrix 0 .
It is easy to show th a t the variance of the linear combination y  =  A ^ X  of random 
variables X  =  (xq ,. . .  ,a.’n)^ can be expressed in term s of their covariance m atrix
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and the coefficients vector A  as:
=  A ^ E x A  (5.4)
Now we consider a texture feature 5 which is the variance of the image filter response. 
From (5.3) and (5.4) we immediately obtain:
<5 =  L ^ 0 L  (5.5)
M atrix 0  is deterministic since we have already applied spatial averaging. It represents 
the statistical properties of the surface response to a particular filter. Each filter and 
each type of surface define their own matrix. Furthermore, each component S/g of feature 
vector D , calculated for some bank of filters { F /J , has the above form, and D  can be 
computed from the known illumination and a set of matrices 0 /-.
Note th a t though we assumed th a t all filters have the same size M ,  we can use filter 
banks which contain filters of different sizes. The filters with smaller sizes can be 
padded with zeroes to reach the size of the largest filter in the database.
The above analysis amounts to changing the order of the linear operations of filtering 
and rendering: Instead of rendering an image and then filtering it, we filter the surface, 
and apply rendering to the filtered “surface” . Note however th a t rendering is a lin­
ear operation only for Lam bertian surfaces in the absence of shadows: highlights and 
shadows both disturb the linearity.
Some examples of matrices 0 , calculated from real photometric sets, are given in Table 
5.2. The images of the corresponding surfaces can be seen in Fig. 5.1.
5 .4 .2  M a tr ix  0  a n d  su r fa ce  n o r m a ls  c o r r e la tio n
Let us now tu rn  our attention to the structure of m atrix 0 .
The i j - th  element of m atrix 0  is the covariance of surface response components R[i] 
and R[j]. Consider, for example, the zth component R[z]. It is a linear combination 
of random  variables k — 1 , . . .  , K  with deterministic coefficients F[k]. Random
variable Nk[i] is the 4th  component of the generalised normal at the kth  position within
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Figure 5.1: The Photex database of textures
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E5E5 E5S5
214.12 17.23 -8.97 71.79 6.63 -2.81
aab 17.23 276.49 -27.07 6fi3 57.45 -5.53
-&97 -27.07 17.81 -2.81 -5.53 6.61
614.82 2&39 40.97 173.80 7fi& 10.72
aam 2&39 545.74 -20.08 7.89 100.14 -4.14
40.97 -20.08 39.67 10.72 -4.14 14.02
1225.08 5.69 8&52 357.20 8T9 26.29
aas 5.69 1297.17 0.96 8.19 261.25 0.44
8&52 0.96 82fi2 26.29 0.44 35.09
Table 5.2: Matrices 0 , calculated from real photometric sets for surfaces aab, aam, and 
aas, and two Laws filters (see Section 5.8). Images of the corresponding surfaces are 
shown in Fig. 5.1
the neighbourhood. All of them are drawn from the same distribution, and have the 
same mean calculated as the mean of the corresponding normal component across the 
image. Let us denote the mean generalised normal as N . For the purposes of simplifying 
the calculation, we introduce an unbiased set of normals — N . Let us also
consider a m atrix Sij such th a t its kl-th  element is the covariance between the 4th 
component of the normal at the A:th position within the neighbourhood, and the j th  
component at the Ith position:
Sij[kl] = cov{V/,[4], A/[j1} =  
S {(%[«] -  JV[i])(iV,[i| -  # [ ;] )}  =  g 
The 4T th  element of 0  is by definition:
(5.6)
1 = 1 k=l 1=1
= F '5 i ,F (5.7)
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Note th a t while matrices Sij are not necessarily symmetrical, the following is true: 
Sij = Sj^. Therefore we need only 6  instead of 9 matrices.
Equation (5.7) separates the statistical properties of the surface from the filter. The 
K  X K  matrices Sij fully capture the behaviour of a filtering texture feature for any 
linear filter defined by a vector of size K .  These matrices can be used for surface 
description.
We should note however th a t in the general case this description is orientation and 
rotation dependent. We leave the surface orientation problem completely outside the 
scope of our work as it involves such concepts as foreshortening etc. We always assume 
th a t the surface is parallel to the viewing plane of the camera. The description of 
the surface with the help of these description matrices is rotation-invariant only if the 
surface itself is isotropic.
5.5 B ehaviour o f tex tu re  features under changing illum i­
nation  d irection
Equation (5.5) describes how texture features respond to the changing illumination 
direction and strength.
Let us represent the illumination vector as a  function of illumination strength p, slant 
angle cr, and tilt angle r :
L = p  (cos r  cos cr, sin r  cos cr, sin cr)^
Then we can express the texture feature S as a function of p, cr, and r:
S(p, cr, r )  =  p^ cos^ r  cos^ cr -b 0 2 2  sin^ r  cos^ cr -f 0 3 3  sin^ cr 
4 - 2 0 1 2  cos r  sin r  cos^ cr -f 20is cos r  cos cr sin cr + 2 0 2 3  sin r  cos cr sin crj 
=  p^ fcos^ cr(0ii cos^ T -b 2 0 1 2  cos r  sin r  -b 0 2 2  sin^ r)
-b 2 cos cr sin cr(0i3 cos r  -b 023 sin r) -b 0 3 3  sin^ crj (5.8)
From the above it is obvious th a t the dependence of texture features on the strength 
of the illumination is a  scaling factor of the strength squared.
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Figure 5.2: Behaviour of texture features under tilt changes for surfaces aab, aam, aas, 
and Laws filters E5E5 and E5S5. Line: behaviour predicted by our model, points show 
experimental data.
D ep en d en ce on th e  tilt  angle o f illum ination  From (5.8) we deduce that:
0{p,  a, t ) =  Ar  c o s ^  T  Dr  COS T  s i l l  T Cr  s i l l ^  T  +  Dr  COS T +  Er  s i l l  T +  Fr
=  A r  s i n ( 2 T  O') +  S r  s i i i ( T  +  /3 )  T  Cr ( 5 . 9 )
where the coefficients A r, F t, Cr, and phases o  and /3 are all functions of a  and p  (see 
Appendix E). In other words, the texture features respond to changing tilt as a linear 
combination of sine waves of single and double arguments.
In the general case the form of such a function is rather complex, and very much depends 
on the particular form of m atrix 0  as well as the slant angle of the illumination. To 
illustrate the variety of these functions. Fig. 5.2 shows the tilt response of three surfaces 
{aab, aam, aas)  to Laws’ filters E5E5 and E5S5 with slant angle 45°.
D ep en d en ce on the slant angle o f th e  illum ination  In a similar way it is easy 
to see th a t the textural features depend on the slant angle of the illumination as a sine
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wave of a double argument:
ô ( p ,  a ,  r )  =  A (r cos^  a  +  B^j c o s  cr s in  a  -\- C a  s in ^  a
=  Aa  sin(2r -f 7 ) +  Ba (5.10)
where coefficients Aa  and B^, and phase 7  are all functions of r  and p  (see Appendix 
E).
However, one has to be cautious when dealing with the slant angle. For any 3D surface, 
if the slant angle is large enough (i.e. the illuminating source is closer to the horizon) 
the amount of shadows in the images will not be negligible anymore, and the theory 
ceases to be applicable.
5 .5 .1  A  p a r tia l case: s in u so id a l t i l t  r e sp o n se
Chantier et al. [5] investigated the changes in tilt response for the same class of texture 
features, and concluded th a t it was a sinusoidal wave of a double argument. In this 
section we show that under the assumptions used in [5] our model is reduced to tha t 
of Chantier et al.
The frequency domain approach in [5] describes the surface as a height function S(x, y), 
thus the 3D textures with albedo variation have to be excluded. W ithout loss of 
generality we assume the albedo to be 1 across the surface. Then the local surface 
normals can be expressed in term s of the partial derivatives of the height function:
where p = -§^,S{x,y), and q = ^ S { x , y ) .
In order to linearise (5.11), we assume th a t p, g <C 1. In term s of random variables, 
this means th a t the vertical component of the surface normal becomes deterministic: 
N z  % 1 . Therefore the (random) normal in the A:tli position within the neighbourhood 
is Nfc «  {pk,Qk, !)•
Let us consider a description m atrix S\z\
5 i3 [/c/] =  cou{Afc[l], Ni[S]} = cov{pk, 1} =  0
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since the covariance between a random variable and a constant is 0. Therefore m atrix 
S’i3 consists entirely of zeros.
Similarly, it can be shown th a t matrices S 23 and 5 3 3  also consist of zeros.
Then for any filter F  the corresponding elements of m atrix 0  will also be zeros:
<Pij =  F'^SijF =  0 for { i f }  =  {13}, {23}, {33}
Therefore the surface response m atrix 0  has the form:
0 1 1 0 1 2 0
0  = 0 1 2 0 2 2 0 (5.12)
0 0 0
In this case, the contribution from the sine and cosine terms of a single argument in 
(5.9) disappears, and we are left with the sine term  of double tilt angle as predicted in 
[5].
The slant effect in this case is simply a scaling by factor cos^ cr. We should note tha t the 
effects on texture features brought on by changes in illumination strength and in slant 
angle are exactly of the same nature - a simple scaling. This is because the vertical 
component of such surfaces is not rich enough to reflect changes in the height of the 
illumination: they behave almost like flat surfaces.
5.6 R econ stru ction  o f illum ination  d irection  from  a single  
im age
The surface description matrices defined in the previous section can be applied to a 
variety of problems. One such problem is estimating from a single image the illumina­
tion vector under which it was captured. This task seems plausible since, as we saw, in 
the general case the texture feature tilt response function has period 27t, i.e. for many 
filters texture feature vectors are unique for different illumination tilts. The slant and 
strength responses also seem discriminative enough to extract this information from a
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set of filter responses (provided the reflectance of the surface is Lambertian, and the 
level of noise is small).
Consider a 3-dimensional textured surface described by 6  matrices Sij of size M  x M  
for some chosen filter size M .
Consider a bank of filters {F^}, k = 1 , . . .  all of size M . Using the filters and the 
surface description matrices, we produce K  surface response matrices 0^ in (5.7):
4 * k , i j  —  F j g S i j F j g
Now let us consider an image of this surface (it may be a different part of the original 
surface, but it should have the same statistical properties), which was taken under some 
illumination L. Each texture feature ôk, calculated for this image with the help of filter 
F/; from the bank, should satisfy:
=  L^0fcL /e =  1 , . . . ,  A  (5.13)
From vector D  =  (<5i,. . . ,  <5/<')^  and a corresponding system of quadratic equations we 
can reconstruct illumination vector L.
I llu m in a tio n  sp ace  In illumination space the illumination identification problem 
can be visualised as follows. Each m atrix 0^ and the texture feature 6^, calculated 
from the input image, determine an ellipsoid of illumination vectors which can produce 
this image. Therefore, having found vector D  of all K  image filter responses, we have 
a collection of K  origin-centred ellipsoids, one for each filter. In the noiseless case they 
should all intersect in at least one point. This point (or sets of points) corresponds to 
the desired illumination vector(s). If there is more than  one such points, then images 
with the same statistical properties (with respect to a particular set of filters) can be 
produced under different illuminations. In a noisy case the intersection points might 
not exist a t all, thus for this collection of ellipsoids we should look for a point where 
the distance to all K  ellipsoids is minimal.
This is not a linear problem, so the LSE method will not give a good analytical answer. 
The distance between any two ellipsoids is a cyclic function, therefore we are to expect
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any error function in the 3-dimensional space of illumination vectors to be abundant 
with local extrema, therefore the conventional methods of steepest descent might not 
work. One possibility is to look for a suitable candidate for the illumination vector 
using a stochastic optimisation m ethod such as simulated annealing. Another simple 
and obvious way is to define and sample the illumination space directly, and perform 
an exhaustive minimum search over the sampled illumination space.
In what follows we shall consider two cases: Lam bertian surfaces with negligible level 
of noise, and nearly Lam bertian surfaces with higher levels of noise.
5.6.1 N early noiseless case
We use a m ethod for linearising the problem, which yields a good analytic form for the 
solution.
Let us denote the components of the illumination vector L by (x ,y ,z) '^ .  We want to 
represent the quadratic form L ^0/.L  by a linear expression. To do that, let us make 
up a vector X:
X  =  ( L l  L l  L l  L i L ,  L 1 L3 , L 2L i f  
Note that the elements of X  can be interpreted as elements of m atrix LL^:
T
L Ï L I L 2 L I L 3 AT A4 A5
L 1 L 2 L l L 2 L 3 - A4 A2 Ae
_ L i L -3 L 2 L 3 L l _ .  ^5 Ae A3 _
LL
We also rearrange the elements of m atrix 0/. to form vector P^: 
Fk = {<t>k,ll, 4>k,22, 0/c,33, 0k,1 2 , 0k,13, 0k,2s)^ (5.14)
Note th a t P ^ X  — L^0^,L — 5ig. In other words, the behaviour of texture features can 
be described in term s of “quadratic components”
Let us now stack the K  vectors P/. row-wise to obtain m atrix P  =  (P%,. . . ,  P/<r)' .^ 
Similarly, as before, we stack image response values ôjg to obtain vector D. Then the 
system of quadratic equations (5.13) can be represented as a system of linear equations:
P X  =  D (5.15)
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Let us assume for the moment tha t all 6  columns of m atrix P  are linearly independent 
(we discuss this condition in Section 5.6.4). Then there exists the left inverse [P]~^ of 
m atrix P:
[P ]-i =  ( P ^ P ) - ip '^
Then we can recover the most probable “quadratic illumination vector” (in the Least 
Square Error sense) X  directly from D :
X  =  [ P ] - i D
(Note th a t using the left inverse m atrix is equivalent to applying the standard LSE 
technique to the linear system of equations (5.15).)
Vector X  contains excessive information about the illumination vector L .  It is enough 
to use only the first three components to find its absolute values: \L}g\ = using the
rest of Xig to determine the signs. However, we can use all the information presented 
in X  for the recovery of L .  Since the components of “quadratic” vector X  can be 
rearranged into m atrix L L ^ ,  we rearrange the components of vector [ P ] " ^ D  to form 
m atrix Y  in the same way, and find such a vector L  th a t its outer product with itself 
is as close as possible to Y  (see Appendix F). The desired vector is the principal 
eigenvector of Y  (the direction of desired illumination vector), multiplied by the square 
root of its principal eigenvalue (the length of the illumination vector). Since we recover 
a vector from a quadratic system, we should also take care of its sign. This is easy, 
since the illumination vector can only have a positive vertical component.
It should be noted, however, th a t this methodology finds only a suboptim al solution. 
Using this method, we obtain the 6 -dimensional vector X  which does not necessarily lie 
on the 3-dimensional manifold formed by all possible “quadratic” vectors. We then try  
to find the point on the manifold closest to X  in the 6 -dimensional space. It would be 
more correct to map a 3D illumination vector L  directly to a predicted texture feature 
vector D ( L )  (bypassing the 6 D “quadratic” illumination space), and choose the one 
for which the predicted feature vector D ( L )  is the closest to D  in the A-dimensional 
space of texture features. One of the safest and cheapest ways to do th a t is simply to 
sample the illumination space, and use an exhaustive search over the sampled vectors.
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5 .6 .2  D e p e n d e n c e  o f  t e x tu r e  fe a tu r e s  o n  im a g e  error
Until now we assumed th a t an image of a surface ideally agrees with the linear (Lam­
bertian) model of image formation. However, as we use real images, we unavoidably 
have to deal with imaging noise and various deviations from the Lam bertian model. 
In this section we investigate the effects such deviations have on texture features, and 
then proceed to propose ways of coping with them.
Let us decompose each noisy image pixel Ik into a Lam bertian and a noise component: 
= ^k +  Fk. Then the (random) pixel vector which corresponds to a neighbourhood 
in the image can be decomposed into a Lam bertian vector (which perfectly agrees with 
our theory) and an additional noisy vector:
i - i  +  E
The noisy component includes all deviations from the linear Lam bertian model includ­
ing shadows, highlights, and image noise.
The response of this neighbourhood to filter F  is:
r  =  F ^ î  =  F ^ I  4- F ^ E  = r + VE 
where both r and tE  are random  variables.
The corresponding texture feature is calculated as the variance of filter responses, and 
it differs from the one predicted by our theory for the noiseless case:
j  =  cr? =  cr,? 4- <7 ^^ +  2cov[r, t E ] =  (^  +  cr^  ^ 4- 2cov[r, TE ]
In general r  and tE  are not independent: for example, for shadowed pixels both Lam­
bertian component and the error component depend on the normal of the surface patch 
which produced the pixel. Even more, the error component strongly depends on the il­
lumination, and this dependence cannot be directly formalised. Nevertheless, for many 
surfaces the Lam bertian and error components are (almost) independent. Then:
5 — (5 4- (Trg = 3 + F'^FnoiseF =  4- Snoise
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where S„oise is the covariance m atrix of E. In other words, the texture feature of a 
noisy image is larger than the texture feature of a noiseless image, th a t is the noisy 
texture features are biased. Param eter ônoise should be estimated for each of the filters 
separately.
5 .6 .3  R e c o n s tr u c t io n  o f  th e  i llu m in a t io n  v e c to r  for a  n o is y  ca se
T i'a in ing  s ta g e  To estim ate the variance of the “noise texture feature” component 
^7wise we need a photometric set with more than three images, since otherwise there 
is no “surplus” information in the set to give room for error analysis. We compute 
the surface response matrices using recovered surface normals. The surface normals 
obtained from exactly three photometric images incorporate their image error. W hen 
we render an image from this set of normals using one of the original illuminants, it 
will be identical to the corresponding database image. On the other hand, when we 
recover surface normals from more than  three photometric images, there inevitably will 
be discrepancies between the images which are resolved using the LSE technique. The 
rendered images will differ from the database images, and we will be able to assess the 
image error distribution.
We propose to do the following. First, we recover the surface normals using the Q 
images from the training photometric set, Q > 3. The K  surface response matrices 
0 /; are constructed using the normals, one for each filter from a given filter bank. 
For each filter and each illumination vector we calculate a predicted texture feature 
(5^. =  L*^^0/.L^. Note th a t it is exactly the feature we would get from the image rendered 
from the recovered normals under source IX  by using filter (omitting the shadows). 
Thus for each filter F/. we have Q real texture features (one for each image from the 
database), and Q predicted texture features 6 ^. Assuming th a t the image error depends 
much less on the illumination than on the inherent properties of the surface, we can 
consider ^  as instances of the random variable ô^noise- We estim ate its mean pk 
and standard deviation cr/; directly from these values. Therefore the (noisy) surface can 
be described by K  surface response matrices 0jt, and K  means and standard deviations 
of prediction error, one for each filter.
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R e co v e ry  o f i l lu m in a tio n  v e c to r  When presented with an image taken under un­
known illumination, we calculate its texture feature vector D  using the filters from the 
filter bank, and use either a suboptim al analytical solution, or the optimal solution 
obtained by exhaustive search.
S u b o p tim a l a n a ly tic  so lu tio n  We can adopt the linearised suboptim al analytical 
solution for the noisy case as well. Since we estim ated the distribution of the prediction 
error for each texture feature, we can unbias the texture feature vector. Then we find 
the vector of quadratic illumination term s minimising the weighted distance between 
the un-biased real feature vector and the prediction vector. Consider, as before, m atrix 
P  made up of vectors P/.. Each of these vectors consists of elements of a corresponding 
surface response m atrix <&/;• Let us also consider a vector X  of quadratic illumination 
components. Then the predicted feature vector D can be written as D =  P X . The 
weighted distance takes into consideration how far the values spread along each of 
the coordinates are, and suppresses the contribution of the wider spread components. 
Therefore we seek to minimise the following function (the square of weighted distance):
/ (X )  =  X I f  ~  ~  ) (5-16)k=i \  °>‘ 1
Let us denote un-biased weighted texture feature as:
and weighted response m atrix as II:
Pki
Then 5.16 becomes:
K  f  6 p
/ ( X )  =  H  I ^  mill
fc=l \  i = l  /
Solving this minimisation problem, we get the following solution:
X  =  [n]-^A  (5.17)
where [ I I ] i s  the left inverse of weighted response m atrix II, and A is the vector of un­
biased weighted texture features. From X  it is now possible to recover the illumination 
vector L, using the methodology described in Appendix F.
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E x h a u s tiv e  se a rc h  As was noted earlier, the linearised analytical solution is only 
suboptimal. It is therefore simpler and safer to use an exhaustive search over some de­
fined part of the illumination space which would minimise the same un-biased weighted 
distance between the predicted and real texture feature vectors as in (5.16).
5 .6 .4  S u r fa ces  w ith  “fu ll” a n d  “p a r t ia l” te x tu r e  c o n te n t  w ith  r e sp e c t  
to  illu m in a t io n
When we restore a vector of quadratic illumination components from the vector of 
texture features, we are trying to solve the linearised system of equations. This is 
possible assuming th a t all 6  columns of m atrix P  (5.14) are linearly independent. This 
means th a t all 6  quadratic illumination components have to contribute to the formation 
of texture features. We say th a t a surface has “full” texture content with respect to 
illumination if there exists at least one group of filters such th a t the columns of the 
corresponding m atrix P  are not linearly dependent.
Nevertheless not all surfaces satisfy this assumption. Consider, for example, the partial 
case we discussed in Section 5.5.1. We have shown th a t in this particular case all 
matrices would have the form (5.12), th a t is the 3rd, 5th and 6 th  columns of m atrix 
P  would be practically zero for any choice of filters. Then, of course there cannot 
exist the left inverse to m atrix P. There are other surfaces which do not have full 
texture content in our definition, for example “stripy” surfaces where both albedo and 
orientation vary only along one chosen direction. We say th a t the surfaces of this kind 
have “partial” texture content with respect to illumination.
W hat m atters is th a t texture features of surfaces with partial content do not depend 
on certain components of illumination, and therefore these components cannot be re­
covered from them. For example, it is impossible to find the vertical component of 
the illumination direction from images for surfaces which satisfy the sine tilt response 
model, discussed in Section 5.5.1, as there is no way to distinguish the change brought 
on texture features of such surfaces by varying the height of the illuminating source 
above the horizon, from the effects of varying the illumination intensity.
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The question of textural content and its implications for textures deserves to be inves­
tigated further in more detail but it is left outside the scope of this work.
However, we briefly outline the way one can determine the richness of a 3D texture 
from matrices S{j.
Let us consider an individual element of a texture response m atrix
=  F j S i j F i
where k = 1 , . , .  and each of the filters has size M . Renum erate the m atrix 
elements so th a t they form a vector P/. G 7Z .^ Let us denote an element of P/. as P[kl]. 
Stacking vectors P/. we get m atrix P  : K  x 6 .
Construct a vector G;  ^ of quadratic components of the filter vector: =
Fk[i]Fk[j], where vector index can be, for example, calculated in the following
way: a(z, j )  =  — — l ) / 2 -\-j. Let us also construct a vector Z[ of components
of m atrix 5/, renum erated in the same way. Both vectors are of size M { M  4 - l) /2 . 
Then P[kl] =  G ^Z;. Let us now stack the vectors G^ column-wise to form m atrix 
G : M  X K ,  and similarly, stack vectors Z; to form m atrix Z  : M  x 6 . Then P  =  Z, 
and therefore the determ inant of m atrix P  is the product of determ inants of matrices 
G and Z. M atrix G is obtained from filters, and we can choose them  in such a way so 
th a t G is not singular. The textural richness of a surface can then be determined from 
the determ inant of m atrix Z.
5 .6 .5  E s t im a t io n  a m b ig u it ie s
The richness of the texture content addresses only a part of a issue of degeneracies of 
the proposed illuminant direction estimator. There are some other specific conditions 
under which the reconstruction of illumination direction is ambiguous, some of them  
depend intrinsic properties of a surface, and some on filters used. Let us consider, in 
particular, the situation when the estim ator cannot distinguish between the original 
illuminant direction L =  /.i(cos r  cos cr, sin r  cos cr, sin cr), and the one with the opposite 
tilt angle L ' =  ji{— cos r  cos cr, — sin r  cos cr, sin cr).
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This happens when Si^(L) =  5a:(L^) for any L. According to 5.8, we should require tha t 
013 =  0 and 023 — 0 foi' any k. This situation may arise in several cases. First of all, 
if all elements of correlation matrices Sis  and 8 2 3  are (near) zeros, then for any given 
filter F  the corresponding elements of m atrix 0  will also be zero. For such surfaces it 
is not possible to distinguish between illuminant with the original tilt and the opposite 
tilt for any filter. In another situation which arises in real textures with weaker textural 
content, non-zero m atrix S 13 (as well as 5 2 3 ) have almost identical rows: the vertical 
component is not constant throughout the surface, but is practically constant over a 
filter support window. Then for any filter such th a t the sum of its elements is zero, 
the corresponding element 0 1 3  =  F ^ ^ is F  =  0. In this case both the surface and the 
choice of filters contribute to the ambiguity. And finally, there may be cases when 
013 — 023 =  0 only for specific filters. Thus it is often possible to determine whether a 
particular surface would have ambiguities in the prediction beforehand.
5.7 R ecogn ition  o f tex tu re  surfaces
The surface descriptors developed in the previous sections can be used for illumination- 
invariant surface recognition.
Let us consider a  database of A  surfaces. The classification problem then can be stated 
as follows: given a single input image and the database collection of surfaces, determine 
the type of surface to which this image most likely belongs.
We propose the following classification method. Consider a filter bank of K  linear 
filters, each of size M .  For each surface in the database we calculate the K  matrices 
(and the statistical param eters of prediction error, pk and 0 -^  for a noisy case). Using 
the same bank of filters, we calculate a vector D of image filter responses for the input 
image. Using either exhaustive search or the suboptim al analytic technique, for each 
surface in the database we find an illumination vector such th a t the image rendered 
under this illumination produces a feature vector which is the closest to D. We do 
th a t by looking for the minimum of a weighted distance between the predicted feature 
vector and unbiased D:
d“ -m iiiL  { r ( L , D ) }
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where /" (L ,D ) is the weighted distance between un-biased feature vector D  and the 
feature vector generated by the image rendered under illuminatioiiL (see (5.16)). We 
simultaneously get the most likely illumination vector L“ and the minimum of the 
distance function Function / “ (L ,D ) for each surface is calculated using the pa­
ram eters of tha t surface.
Note th a t while the obtained illumination vector may not be the actual illumination 
under which the image was taken (due to fluctuations in texture features brought on 
by image noise), still the feature vector D “ generated by L“ is the closest one which 
can be achieved for the surface a. The minimal distance reflects how “probable” is 
the assumption th a t the image belongs to surface a. Therefore we classify the image 
as produced by the surface which yields the minimal distance, i.e. if j3 is such that:
cf = miiiald'^) 
we associate the image with surface (5.
5.8 E xperim ents
In this section we present experiments done with the help of the Photex photometric 
stereo database of Heriot-W att University. We used the filter bank of 8  Laws’ filters, 
made up in the following manner. Each filter is a m atrix made up as the outer product 
of two of the following one-dimensional filters: E5 =  (1 2 0 - 2 - 1 )  (edge detector, first 
derivative), S5 =  (-1 0 2 0 - 1 ) (spot detector, second derivative), L5 =  ( 1  4 6 4  1 ) 
(averaging mask).
Thus, for example, the 2 -dimensional filter E5S5 has the form:
- 1  0 2 0 - 1
- 2  0 4 0 - 2
0 0 0 0 0
2  0 - 4 0  2
1 0 - 2 0  1
This filter estimates 1st derivative in the vertical direction, and second derivative in 
the horizontal direction. It should be noted, however, tha t E5 and S5 are sensitive to
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noise. We have used almost all possible Cartesian products of these ID filters (with the 
exception of S5S5). We are using this particular filter bank as an illustration to our 
method because of a simple form of the filters and possibility to expand the texture 
description to multiscale case varying the support size of the filters. Larger and more 
representative banks (e.g. Gabor filters) may be used instead, and they may improve 
the performance of the method, especially in the presence of noise.
5 .8 .1  P r e d ic t io n  o f  t i l t  r e sp o n se
We propose a tilt response model which describes the behaviour of filtering texture 
features in term s of intrinsic surface characteristics. The model is an improvement over 
the sinusoidal model [5], especially for rougher surfaces and surfaces which have albedo 
variation. Another advantage of our model is th a t we can obtain the estimated model 
param eters directly from the filter mask and surface descriptors, without the need to 
employ fitting algorithms.
We compare the prediction error for the sinusoidal model and our model for a number 
of surfaces from the PhoTex photometric database. Each surface is presented in the 
database by 12 images, taken with a tilt angle increment of 30°. For each filter we 
calculated the param eters of the sinusoidal model by fitting a sine wave to the texture 
features 6 (T;.), calculated with the help of the filter for each image. Using the obtained 
model parameters, we calculated the predicted sinusoidal function /i(rfc), fe =  1 , . . . ,  1 2 . 
To find the prediction function for the proposed model, we first used the photometric 
stereo method to recover the generalised surface normals. Then for each filter we 
calculated the corresponding surface response m atrix 4>. Knowing the illumination 
vectors Lf; for each image, we computed as:
f2{Tk) = L j’^ Lfc
(note th a t we do NOT use J(7 &) in the prediction).
Then for each tilt response prediction function /y(rfc) we found the prediction error:
, _ Elii  Wrk) -  M n ) f
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(We normalised the error by the sum of squared filter responses in order to present 
the da ta  in a uniform manner.) Both errors for a number of images and 5 filters 
are presented in Table 5.3. Note, however, th a t the models do not contradict each 
other; the sinusoidal model is a partial case of the proposed model. The better the 
additional assumptions of Section 5.5.1 are satisfied, the closer the predictions are. 
Also note th a t the images are subject to noise, and also tha t there may be shadows 
and highlights which do not satisfy the Lam bertian model, in which case both models 
fail. However, since the sinusoidal model depends on fitting the param eters to the 
da ta  (data-driven estimation), and ours relies only on the distribution of the normals 
(model-driven estimation), in some occasions the prediction of the sinusoidal model 
looks better than  tha t of the proposed model. Nevertheless, in 72 out of the 100 cases, 
the proposed model produces smaller prediction error.
5 .8 .2  I llu m in a tio n  d ir e c t io n  r e co v e r y
We made two series of experiments on a large selection of 3-dimensional textures. In 
the first series we divided each photometric set into a training and a testing subsets. 
For the second series we used different portions of the same surface for training and 
testing. To be able to interpret the results in term s of accuracy, at first we consider 
the results for a single surface in a close detail, and then present the general results for 
the rest of the surfaces.
As before, we used the 8  Laws’ filters for our experiments.
Let us assume th a t the training photometric set contains K i  images, and the testing 
set contains K 2 images (the testing set may be just a collection of images, it does not 
have to be photometric).
The training set was used for derivation of the feature param eters. First, using all 
training images and the (known) illumination matrix, we recover the normals which 
represent the surface. Using the given set of filters we construct the texture response 
matrices Using these matrices, for each of the K i  illumination vectors and each 
filter we calculate the predicted texture feature. Therefore for each filter we have K i  
predicted features, as well as K j  real features, calculated from the original images
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E5E5 E5S5 L5E5 E5L5 L5L5
aaa 0 .0 1 1 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.030 0 . 0 2 0 0.009 0.009 0.026 0.015
aab 0.035 0.015 0.024 0.016 0.032 0.026 0.059 0 . 0 2 2 0.030 0.019
aaj 0.006 0.008 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.008 0 .0 1 0 0.023 0.009
aam 0.018 0.003 0.017 0.004 0.024 0.003 0.019 0.003 0 .0 2 1 0.003
aan 0 .0 2 1 0.005 0.019 0.006 0.031 0.005 0.025 0.004 0.034 0.003
aao 0.015 0 . 0 0 2 0.014 0 . 0 0 2 0.024 0.003 0.014 0.003 0 .0 2 0 0.003
aai’ 0.008 0 . 0 0 1 0.007 0.003 0 .0 1 1 0.003 0 .0 1 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 .0 1 0 0 . 0 0 1
aas 0.018 0.006 0 .0 2 2 0.007 0.027 0.006 0.008 0.004 0.018 0.004
aba 0.015 0.014 0.016 0.018 0 .0 1 1 0 . 0 1 0 0.016 0.014 0 .0 1 2 0 . 0 1 0
abj 0.006 0 .0 1 0 0.006 0.014 0.003 0.006 0.007 0 .0 1 0 0.003 0.006
abk 0 .0 2 0 0.017 0 .0 2 1 0.025 0.053 0.025 0.015 0 . 0 1 0 0.049 0.023
acc 0.009 0.003 0.007 0.003 0.017 0.004 0.008 0.003 0.018 0.003
acd 0.005 0.008 0.006 0.006 0.013 0 . 0 1 0 0 .0 1 2 0 .0 2 2 0.005 0.007
ace 0.024 0.028 0.026 0.028 0.014 0.018 0 .0 2 1 0.025 0 .0 2 1 0.017
adb 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.008 0.004 0.006 0.005 0.004
adc 0.005 0 . 0 0 2 0.006 0.005 0.004 0.007 0.003 0.004 0.005 0 . 0 0 2
add 0.017 0 . 0 1 0 0.016 0 . 0 1 1 0.014 0.013 0.016 0.013 0 .0 1 1 0 . 0 1 0
ade 0.019 0.006 0.013 0.006 0.009 0.013 0.013 0.007 0.008 0.005
adg 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.004 0 .0 1 0 0.008 0 .0 1 0 0 .0 1 0 0.006
adh 0.043 0 . 0 2 2 0.043 0.018 0.047 0.015 0.025 0.018 0.059 0.008
Table 5.3: T ilt response of texture features for filters E5E5, E5S5, L5E5, E5L5, and 
L5L5. Each cell shows prediction error ei for the sinusoidal model (left number) and 
62 for the proposed corrected model (right number). In bold are the cases for which
€2 < Cl.
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Figure 5.3: Texture abk under different illumination tilts
themselves. We estimate the distribution param eters (mean and standard deviation) 
of prediction error for each filter which are used to unbias the feature response.
When presented with a testing image (one at a time), we first of all calculate the real 
vector of texture features. Then for a large set of possible illumination directions we 
calculate the weighted unbiased distance between the predicted and the given feature 
vectors. We choose the illumination vector on which the distance is minimal.
A case  s tu d y : su rfa c e  abk  To interpret the results in close detail, let us consider, for 
example, a 3-dimensional texture abk. Its photometric set consists of 1 2  images taken 
under illumination with slant angle 45°, and tilt angle increment of 30°. We divide the 
photometric set into a training set (the images with tilt angle of illumination 0 °, 60°, 
120°, 180°, 240°, 300°), and a testing set (the images with tilt angle of illumination 30°, 
90°, 150°, 210°, 270°, 330°). The training set of images can be seen in Fig. 5.3. From 
the training set we learn the surface response matrices 0 ;^, as well as the distribution 
of prediction error.
Before starting the testing stage, we identify and sample the illumination space. We 
used 2 1 , 0 0 0  illumination vectors, sampling tilt angle from 0  to 360 degrees every 3  
degrees (120 points), slant angle from 30 to 59 degrees every 1 degree (35 points).
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Number original vector recovered vector tilt error slant error length
30° (0.61, 0.35, 0.71) (0.64, 0.37, 0.51) 0.04° 10.4° 0 .8 6
90° (0.00, 0.71, 0.71) (0.00, 0.72, 0.96) 0 ° - 8 .1 ° 1 .2 0
150° (-0.61, 0.35, 0.71) (0.54, -0.31, 0.51) 180.15° 5.7° 0.79
2 1 0 ° (-0.61, -0.35, 0.71) (-0.68, -0.39, 0.45) -0.16° 15.1° 0.90
270° (-0.00, -0.71, 0.71) (-0 .0 0 , -0 .6 6 , 0 .8 8 ) 0 ° - 8 .1 ° 1 .1 0
330° (0.61, -0.35, 0.71) (0.60, -0.35, 0.72) -0 .25° 1 .0 ° 1 .0 0
Table 5.4: Original and recovered illumination vectors for texture abk
and vector length from 0.8 to 1.2 every 0.1 (5 points). Then for each of the testing
images we found a recovered illumination vector in the following way: for each sampling
illumination vector we calculated the predicted feature vector D^, and the weighted 
unbiased distance to the real feature vector D (same as in (5.16):
K  /  r  TAzri.i .. \  2
/ ( L \ D )  =  W
We found the recovered illumination vector as the one for which the minimum of the 
distance is reached, and compared it with the original illumination vector. The original 
and recovered illumination vectors are given in Table 5.4.
While for some of the images the illumination vector was recovered with a very good 
accuracy (e.g. for 330°), there are some things to notice. F irst of all, the least reliable 
components are the strength and the slant angle of the illumination, because the vertical 
component of the surface normal varies only slightly, and we have already noted how 
this affects the matrices 0^ and, consequently, the recovery. Also, the weakness of the 
vertical textural content means th a t the texture features respond almost sinusoidally to 
the change of tilt angle, th a t is the response for symmetrically placed illuminants will be 
practically the same, and the two illumination set ups may be mixed up (as happened 
for the source with tilt 150°). Another point to make is th a t since there are fluctuations 
due to image error (including noise and divergences from the Lam bertian model), the 
vector for which the minimum of the weighted distance is achieved is not always the 
original illumination. However it should be pointed out th a t the distance calculated 
for the original illumination should not differ much from the minimum, and th a t often
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the original illumination vector is in the vicinity of the vector for which the minimum 
was achieved. In Table 5.5 we present, first of all, the angular difference between 
the original illumination vector and the vector we found using our algorithm. Since 
for mono-coloured surfaces with weak vertical component the response to tilt angle of 
illumination is sinusoidal (apart from the strength and slant of the illumination recovery 
being less reliable), the minimum of the distance can be reached for the tilt, opposite 
to the original. Therefore we present the angular difference between the recovered 
illumination and the vector the tilt of which is the opposite of the original, as the 
second number in the first column. The numbers in the other two columns are to show 
the closeness of the recovered illumination to the original illumination. Proportion ni 
is the fraction of all illumination vectors in the (sampled) illumination space for which 
the distance is less than the distance for the original illumination:
# { L ^  I / ( L % D ) < / ( L , D ) }Kl =
Fraction « 2  shows how close the minimum of the function and the distance for the 
original illumination are. If fmin is the minimum of distances achieved on the sampled 
illumination space, and fmax is the maximum of distances, then;
/ ( L ,  D )  —  finin
/%2 f _  r .J m ax J im n
Small values for either proportion mean th a t though we might not find exactly the 
original illumination vector, the feature vector generated by the recovered illumination 
will differ from the feature vector for the original illumination only slightly.
G e n e ra l re s u lts  We made similar experiments for the rest of the textures in the 
PhoTex database. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 summarise the results. The first column shows 
the number of testing images (out of 6  and 1 2  correspondingly) for which the angular 
difference between the recovered and original illumination is less than  15 degrees (first 
number), or the angular difference between either the  original illumination vector or its 
opposite and the recovered vector is less than  15 degrees (second number). The second 
and th ird  columns show the mean and standard deviation of fractions k i  and K2 for all 
images in the testing data  sets. Table 5.6 presents the results for the case where the
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Tilt Angular difference 
original /  opposite
Fraction Fraction « 2
30° 10.3 /  100.3 0.0007 0.0060
90° 8.3 /  81.7 0.0148 0.0278
150° 95.7 /  5.7 0.0252 0.0447
2 1 0 ° 15.0 /  105.0 0.1026 0 .1 0 2 2
270° 8.3 /  81.7 0.0189 0.0352
330° 1.3 /  88.7 0.0007 0.0024
Table 5.5: Results for texture abk
training set consists of 6  images of a surface portion, and the testing set consists of 6  
different images of the same surface portion. Table 5.7 presents the results for the case 
where the training set consists of 1 2  images of a surface portion, and the testing set 
consists of 1 2  images of another portion of the surface.
The results for the second case are expectedly worse than those for the first case. The 
worst illumination recovery is for surface adh. Not only the two portions of this tex­
ture look significantly different (and therefore have different statistical characteristics), 
there is also a large amount of shadows in the images which make the recovery even 
more difficult. Nevertheless, for the m ajority of surfaces the original and recovered 
illumination vectors produce very similar feature vectors.
The performance of the algorithm may be improved by using a different set of filters, 
for example, wavelets or Gabor filters. Moreover, it is possible to design a set of 
discriminative filters.
5 .8 .3  C la s s i f ic a t io n
We also apply the model for classification purposes.
We use the 20 surfaces from the PhoTex photometric database, with 4 different portions 
of the surface, and 12 images in a set, taken under illumination with slant angle 45°, 
and tilt angle incremented by 30° (one of the images per surface can be seen in Figure 
5.1). We used one of the portions for training, and the other three (36 images) for
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Name Angular difference < 15°  
original/either
Fraction aji 
mean /  st.dev.
Fi’action K2 
mean /  st.dev.
aaa 3 / 3 0.067 /  0.041 0.060 /  0.016
aab 5 / 5 0.098 /  0.203 0.057 /  0.069
aaj 6 / 6 0.021 /  0.013 0.069 /  0.044
aam 4 / 6 0.009 /  0.009 0.025 /  0.026
aan 4 / 6 0.028 /  0 .0 2 2 0.049 /  0.036
aao 6 / 6 0.007 /  0.012 0.014 /  0.016
aar 3 / 6 0.012 /  0.015 0.023 /  0.025
aas 2 / 6 0.027 /  0.033 0.031 /  0.023
aba 4 / 6 0.045 /  0.022 0.062 /  0 .0 2 0
abj 5 / 6 0.032 /  0.022 0.035 /  0.023
abk 5 / 6 0.028 /  0.035 0.042 /  0.037
acc 3 / 6 0.019 /  0.018 0.043 /  0.020
acd 4 / 5 0.070 /  0.052 0.084 /  0.030
ace 6 / 6 0.106 /  0.117 0.105 /  0.090
adb 1 / 3 0.110 /  0.090 0.113 /  0.081
adc 3 / 3 0.079 /  0.120 0.061 /  0.062
add 3 / 4 0.193 /  0.189 0.146 /  0.099
ade 5 / 5 0.091 /  0.076 0.072 /  0.038
adg 3 / 4 0.109 /  0.159 0.075 /  0.059
adh 3 / 3 0.129 /  0.117 0.136 /  0.073
Table 5.6: Results for the Photex textures: 
sets for training and testing. The numbers 
for each surface.
same surface portion, different illumination 
in the first column are out of 6  test images
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Name Angular difference < 15°  
original/either
Fraction aci 
mean /  st.dev.
Fraction ac2 
mean /  st.dev.
aaa 3 / 5 0.139 /  0.110 0.090 /  0.052
aab 1 / 2 0.092 /  0.071 0.068 /  0.038
aaj 3 / 7 0.199 /  0.232 0.139 /  0.096
aam 1 / 2 0.064 /  0.061 0.059 /  0.036
aan 5 / 8 0.124 /  0.088 0.120 /  0.058
aao 4 / 8 0.082 /  0.087 0.068 /  0.042
aar 4 / 8 0.093 /  0.098 0.064 /  0.047
aas 6 / 7 0 .2 1 0  /  0.166 0.118 /  0.066
aba 3 / 5 0.219 /  0.157 0 .1 1 0  /  0.062
abj 1 / 2 0.051 /  0.040 0.035 /  0.019
abk 4 / 6 0.112 /  0.109 0.087 /  0.054
acc 4 / 6 0.104 /  0.129 0.069 /  0.047
acd 4 / 8 0.061 /  0.053 0.061 /  0.036
ace 9 / 1 0 0.098 /  0.123 0.083 /  0.055
adb 4 / 6 0.166 /  0.127 0.130 /  0.046
adc 2 / 6 0.078 /  0.060 0.107 /  0.059
add 1 / 3 0.285 /  0.179 0.195 /  0.069
ade 1 / 4 0.221 /  0.184 0.145 /  0.071
adg 2 / 5 0.209 /  0.158 0.191 /  0.118
adh 0 / 0 0.224 /  0.130 0.179 /  0.103
Table 5.7: Results for the Photex textures (different surface portions for training and 
testing. The numbers in the first column are out of 12 test images for each surface.
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testing. Pi'oin the training set we recovered the normals, and calculated the surface 
description matrices. Using the bank of 8  Laws filters, we calculated the 20 surface 
response matrices P “ , and prediction error param eters /Hk and
To each image in the testing set we applied the following classification process. First 
we calculated the texture feature vector D  for this image. Then for every surface in the 
database we calculate the “most likely" illumination vector L “ , then found the texture 
feature vector D “ which would have been obtained from images of this surface under 
illumination L “ . The surface with the smallest weighted difference between D “ and D 
is the one we attribu te  the image to.
Table 5.8 presents the results of classification. The first column shows the fraction of 
correctly identified testing images. Some of the surfaces are more often misclassified 
than others due to similarity between some of them  (e.g. aaa  and aab) and the fact 
tha t some of the populations of feature vectors are “tighter” than others. To appreciate 
how close classification features can be, we also included the share of images for which 
the correct surface was among the three surfaces with the smallest distance. We also 
calculated for each image the difference in the distance calculated for the correct surface, 
and the surface to which our method a ttribu ted  the image. The last column in the table 
presents the mean and variance of these distances.
The results show good performance of the classification system. However, it may be
improved further by a careful choice of filters.
5.9 C onclusions
In this chapter we offer an illumination-invariant 3D texture description, which allows 
one to model the behaviour of a whole class of texture features.
The first application of the model is prediction of texture feature behaviour under 
changing illumination. We have shown th a t our model provides a better fit model of 
feature response to changes in the tilt angle of illumination than the previous sinusoidal 
model for a large class of surfaces and filters. Besides, our model allows one to predict
the illumination response of a filtering texture feature a priori.
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Name Classification Original surface 
is in the top three
Distance 
mean /  st. dev.
aaa 0.69 1 .0 0 0.006 /  0.018
aab 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
aaj 0.72 1 .0 0 0.001 /  0.003
aam 0.81 0.92 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 1
aan 0 .8 6 1 .0 0 0.001 /  0.003
aao 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
aar 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
aas 0.97 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
aba 0.72 0.97 0 .0 0 2  /  0.006
abj 0 .8 6 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 2
abk 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
acc 0.50 1 .0 0 0.002 /  0.005
acd 0.92 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 1
ace 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
adb 0.83 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 1
adc 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
add 0.58 1 .0 0 0.002 /  0.004
ade 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 0
adg 0.89 1 .0 0 0 .0 0 0  /  0 .0 0 1
adh 0.69 0.75 0.017 /  0.040
Table 5.8: Classification results
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Another useful application of the model is illumination vector recovery for a single 
image. Illumination vector recovery can be successfully used for surface classification.
The m ethod can be applied to a number of real-world tasks, for example, for scene 
recognition. The appearance of 3-dimensional textures in a real scene is a subject to 
illumination direction. After segmentation of a scene image, for each area it is possible 
to apply the proposed illumination-invariant classification method.
C hapter 6
Future work
The work presented in this thesis leaves several several interesting leads for further 
research.
4 -so u rce  C o lo u r P h o to m e tr ic  S te re o  One may consider using more than  4 im­
ages for recovery of shape and colour in the presence of highlights and shadows. The 
additional information may increase robustness of the method. The problem in the 
general case is to identify a linear (Lambertian) subset of pixels at each of image po­
sitions from an n-tuple of pixels, several of which may be affected by shadows and /or 
highlights. To detect problematic n-tuples instead of vector a  we will have to use ma­
trix [A] : n  X (n — 3) which consists of eigenvectors of m atrix [LL'^] which correspond to 
zero eigenvalues. M atrix [A] defines subspace perpendicular to the subspace of all pos­
sible 71-tuples a Lam bertian surface may produce under given illumination. Excluding 
problematic pixels is left for future research.
Another direction to proceed with the proposed algorithm is to reduce artefacts which 
arise from noise, multiple shadows/highlights etc. Often when, for example, there was 
a misclassification due to noise, and the surface patch param eters were reconstructed 
from a problematic triplet, the resulting colour map and normal field can have points 
(or rather small areas) of discontinuities. The assumptions of piece-wise smooth colour 
and /or normal field can help eliminate those discontinuities as a post-processing (or 
preprocessing) step. Moreover, the smoothness assumption may be adopted as a prior
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on a M RP (see Section 3.6). M ultiple shadows also can be tackled using neighbourhood 
information; using detected shadows it is possible to determine a shadow value for a 
whole surface neighbourhood, and use it as a threshold.
3D  te x tu r e  d e s c r ip to rs  a n d  illu m in a tio n - in v a r ia n t  c la ss if ica tio n  3D texture 
description and recognition is a very active held of research. We identify several lines 
of further research for this part of work.
First of all, so far we only used greyscale photometric sets, and therefore only calculated 
cross-correlation between components of generalised surface normals. It seems logical 
to expand the description further, incorporating the chromaticity information. The 
chromaticity cross-correlation may be used separately or in conjunction with generalised 
normals. Such descri%]tion may prove to be illumination colour invariant, as well as 
illumination direction invariant.
The performance of the illumination direction estim ator may be improved by a gradient 
descent search in the vicinity of the minimum found by the exhaustive search over the 
sampled illumination space. This way the problem of abundance of local extrema 
is overcome by initialisation. The distance function is analytic with respect to 3D 
illumination direction, and can be direction of steepest descent can be easily calculated.
Another area for improvement is rotation invai’iance. F irst of all, it seems tha t for 
isotropic surfaces the cross-correlation matrices will provide a rotation invariant de­
scription. Using of rotation-invariant filters on anisotropic surface also may be rotation 
invariant, however, we have nor done any experiments to check this assumption. There 
are other ways to ensure rotation invariance, for example, calculating 3 x 3  covariance 
matrices between components of generalised surface normals, separated by a certain 
distance (not a vector!). The averaging can be done over a large ensemble of location 
pair in all possible directions. This approach does not require use of filters at all.
The question of optimal filter choice is also still open. However, since filtering can be 
represented as a linear combination of intensities, we can bypass the filtering altogether, 
and concentrate on the characteristics of joint distribution of intensities in a small image 
neighbourhood instead. A similar approach was advocated by Varma and Zisserman
I l l
[40]. Dependence of covariances between intensities in an image neighbourhood on 
illumination can be expressed directly in term s of elements of matrices Siji for each 
pair of positions in the neighbourhood k, I construct a 3 x 3 m atrix S^i such th a t 
Skili-j] = •S'iff/c/j. Then (in the noiseless case) the covariance between intensities at the 
kth  and the Ith position in the image rendered under illumination L can be calculated 
as L^5fc/L.
The issue of textural content (Section 5.6.4) also deserves further investigation. Fi­
nally, the influence of shadows and highlights on the results of the method should be 
considered, as well as possibilities of extending the m ethod to cases of varying viewing 
direction as well as illumination direction.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis we investigated some aspects of using the Photom etric Stereo m ethod in 
shape and colour reconstruction of 3-dimensional surfaces. We applied the technique 
to two problems: surface reconstruction, and 3-dimensional textures classification. We 
concentrated on three m ajor topics: adapting the Photom etric Stereo technique to 
colour imagery in the presence of highlights and shadows, extensive design analysis of 
the proposed algorithm, and application of (greyscale) PS m ethod to the description 
and recognition of 3D textures.
The greyscale 4-source photometric stereo m ethod proposed by Coleman and Jain [7], 
which detects highlights and allows one to correct corresponding artefacts, was shown to 
fail in the presence of shadows. The effect highlights and shadows have on the recovered 
albedo length are very similar, however they require different treatm ent. We proposed 
the use of two new cues for separating highlights from shadows, namely the colour 
differencing method and the normalised shadow thresholding. The colour differencing 
method exploits the dichromatic reflection theory which states th a t a colour pixel may 
be presented as the sum of a  m atte and a specular components. Therefore we can 
detect a highlighted pixel by comparing its colour with the other pixels in a quadruple. 
This m ethod works well when the chromaticity of the surface body colour and the 
illumination are distinctly different. If, on the other hand, these chromaticities are 
close, then the m ethod does not work. An alternative way is to separate shadows by 
comparing the normal, recovered from the darkest triplet of pixels, with the shadow
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lines of the corresponding illumination sources. If there is a shadow in the triplet, 
then the normal should lie on the shadow-line. Since the shadows in the image are 
almost always brightened and, as a consequence, the recovered normal is elevated, we 
use thresholds to separate cases when the recovered normal is close to a shadow-line 
of the source which produced the darkest pixel, from the cases when it is close to the 
specular direction of the source which produced the brightest pixel. The method is 
tested on synthetic and real photometric sets of images.
The proposed method raises many design issues such as what threshold values to use, 
and how the choice of thresholds affects the performance of the algorithm. To address 
these issues, we did an extensive analysis of algorithmic performance in the presence 
of two kinds of error: acquisition error which is modelled as white Gaussian additive 
noise, and the error in the estimation of illumination parameters. We considered each 
step of the algorithm at a time, identified phenomena which affect its outcome, and 
showed how the behaviour of the outcome depends on them. To quantify the level of 
performance we used misclassification rates for the detection steps, and the distribution 
of errors for-the recovery steps. The findings were illustrated by synthetic experiments, 
and recommendations for a designer were drawn.
The proposed m ethod improves the reliability of recovery of surface shape and colour, 
and it can be used in a variety of applications.
Having considered the reconstruction of surface param eters using PS, we used the 
technique for another Machine Vision problem, namely classification of 3-dimensional 
textures. From a variety of possibilities on how to use surface descriptors reconstructed 
by photometric stereo, we chose recognition of a 3D texture from a single greyscale 
image, leaving the question of colour for further research. We showed how a certain class 
of texture features depends on changes in illumination direction using spatial correlation 
characteristics within and between components of generalised surface normals. It was 
also shown that previously reported results [5] [4] are in fact a partial case of our more 
general model. Image noise and deviations from Lam bertian reflectance model affect the 
behaviour of the texture features as additive bias, therefore for many real surfaces the 
bias in the predicted texture features has to be estimated. We used our conclusions to
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recover illumination direction from a single image, offering two approaches: exhaustive 
search for the minimum of the weighted unbiased distance, and the sub optimal analytic 
solution. The proposed approach to the recognition of a texture from a single image is 
the following. Having calculated texture feature vector from the input image, for each 
surface in the database we find such illumination direction th a t the texture feature 
vector for the corresponding image will be the closest to the input one (we define 
“closeness” in terms of unbiased weighted distance). We identify the texture to which 
our image belongs as the one for which the feature vector, closest among all database 
feature vectors to the input vector, was calculated. The findings were confirmed using 
a PhoTex database of photometric sets of texture images.
The thesis illustrates the great potential the Photom etric Stereo technique brings to 
a number of Machine Vision research areas. We specifically advocate its use for 3D 
texture classification as it is a largely uncharted territory, and it can greatly benefit from 
new views and new ideas. We concentrated only on few chosen aspects, dem onstrating 
the strength of the approach, and left a number of exciting ideas for further work.
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A ppendix  A
Sufficient condition for an 
acceptable illum ination  
configuration
To be able to use the closeness of a recovered normal to a specular direction for highlight 
detection in an arbitrary  illumination configuration, we should make sure, first, th a t 
no three of the illumination vectors lie in the same plane, and second, th a t no specular 
direction lies in the shadow of any other illuminant.
Consider, for example, illumination and specular directions of the %th illumination 
source:
P =  (cos (j)i cos 9i, sin (pi cos 9i, sin 6i)
where 6{ the the elevation angle of the ith  source, and 4>i is its tilt (azimuth) angle. 
Then the corresponding specular direction is:
P — z (cos (pi cos sin (pi cos 6 i,l  + sin 9i) (cos (pi cos 9i, sin (pi cos 1 +  sin 9i)V = |P -  z| y /l  cos2 +  1 +  2  sin +  sin^ 9i) \ / 2 (l +  sin
For any i and j  we want the scalar product P • >  0, th a t is, no specular direction
lies in the shadow of any other source:
P • v '^ =  ^
y^2(l T  sin0j) 
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(cos cpi cos 9i cos (pj cos Oj +  sin (pi cos 9i sin (pj cos 9j +  sin 0^(1 +  sin 9j)) =
(cos 9i cos 9j cos{(pi — 4>j) + sin ^ i(l +  sin 9j)) > 0^/2 ( 1  +  sin 9j )
Since the denominator is positive and all elevation angles are in (0, 7t/ 2], we can rewrite 
the inequality as:
sin 9i{l + sin 9j) > — cos 9i cos 9j cos{<pi — (pj)
Provided tha t none of the two sources is from zenith (in which case the inequality is 
satisfied anyway), we can divide both sides by the cosines: *
, a 1 +  sin 9jt a n 6^1--------:—-  > —cos{(pi — (pj)cos Oj
The inequality P • v* > 0 should be treated in the same way.
Notice that:
tan  9i > tan  9i tan  9j and  ^ tan  9j > tan  9i tan  9jcos9j cos 9i •' •'
Therefore the following inequality is sufficient:
tan  9i tan  9j > — cos(0j — (pj)
This inequality can be tightened for specific illumination set-ups.
A ppendix  B
Recovered vector and the shadow  
line
We shall show th a t for any illumination configuration if there is a perfectly black 
shadow(s) in a pixel triplet, then the vector recovered by the PS m ethod falls on the 
shadow line(s) of the corresponding source(s).
Consider an illumination configuration which consists of 3 lights with directions L^, 
L^, and L^, and has an illumination m atrix [L] associated with it. Let one of the pixels 
produced under this configuration (say I^)  be perfectly black: = 0. Then applying
the linear GPS algorithm we obtain the recovered vector T:
T  =  =  pn -  p(Li . n ) [Z ,] - i ( l ,0 ,0 f
[L]'~^(l, 0 ,0)^  is the first column of m atrix [L]~^. Let us now multiply both sides of 
this equation by L^:
(Li ■ T) = p(Li ■ n) [l -  (Li ■ (L ] - i( l ,0 ,0 y ) ]
By definition of the inverse m atrix  the term  in square brackets is equal to zero, and 
therefore the recovered vector T indeed falls on the shadow line of L^. If there are 
two perfectly black shadows, the recovered vector falls on the intersection of the corre­
sponding shadow lines.
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A ppendix C
The strategy for choosing  
threshold T/y in an arbitrary  
acceptable illum ination  
configuration
If we have only one defect in the quadruple (the brightest pixel as a highlight or the 
darkest pixel as a shadow), then we only have to distinguish between these two cases.
Let us assume that the brightest pixel was obtained under the %th illuminant, and the 
darkest pixel under the j th  illuminant. We want to define a specularity cone around v* 
such that it is still sufficiently far from the shadowliiie of P . Consider angle 7  between 
these directions:
7  =  arccos(v^ • P)
Then the angle between the and the closest point on the shadowline is 7t/2 — 7  
(consider the plane which contains both and P ). The angle, which defines the width 
of the siDecularity cone, should not exceed tt/2  — 7 . To make the “padding” , necessary 
for brightened shadows, we use param eter r  € (0 , 1 ), which depends on the brightness 
of shadows and may be “tweaked” during calibration. The width of the specularity 
cone can be defined then as /? =  t(7 t/2  — 7 ), widening when r  grows and narrowing
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when it diminishes. The thresholding value can then be defined as
T n i i . j )  = cosp = cos(r(7r/ 2  — 7 )) =  cos(r(7r/ 2  -  arccos(v^ • P ))) (C .l)
However, this method is prone to misclassification if there is more than  one shadow, so 
it may be beneficial to try  and detect the second shadow (from the second darkest pixel) 
in a similar way (with, perhaps, smaller r  as this shadow will be brighter). If we have 
more than  one shadow in the quadruple, the method is inapplicable, and recovering 
surface param eters from the brightest three pixels is probably the best estim ate we can 
get.
A ppendix  D
The bounding conditions for T/y 
in the cross-like configuration
If we measure the closeness of a normal and a specularity direction in terms of their dot 
product, then thresholding this value is in fact determining a cone of directions which 
can possibly produce highlights. We want this cone not to intersect the shadow lines 
of the other illuminants.
Let us suppose th a t our illuminants are arranged in a  cross-like configuration. Let 
us also suppose th a t the brightest pixel is obtained under L^, and we reconstruct 
the normal using L^, L^, and L^. Let us denote the reconstructed normal by n  =
P o ss ib le  s p e c u la r  cone  a n d  th e  sh ad o w  line o f  th e  o p p o s ite  lig h t so u rc e  The
widest specularity cone which still does not intersect the shadow line of T? is such th a t 
the cone touches the shadow line, i.e. intersects it a t exactly one point. We should 
also make sure th a t the cone is outside the shadowed region. To ensure that, we must 
require th a t the angle between and is less than 7t/2. It is easy to see th a t 0 must 
exceed 7r/6: The angle between and the vertical is exactly half of the angle between 
and the vertical. Therefore the angle between and can be expressed as:
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To find the threshold T\ defining such a cone, we should solve a system of equations so 
th a t the system has exactly one solution:
n  • v"^  =  Ti 
n  • =  0
I In! I =  1
(D .l)
It is easy to see th a t V4 is:
^ 4  _  L ^ - z  _  ( - cos6*, 0 , - [ 1  +  s in 0 ]) _  ( - COS0 , 0 , - [ 1  +  sin^])
|L'^ — z| \/cos^ 0  +  (l +  sin 6 ^  
Then we can rewrite (D .l) as:
\ / 2 ( l +  siii0 ) ( D . 2 )
- U x  COS 6 -  riz{l sin 6) = Ti i /2 ( l  +  sin 6) 
rix cos 9 — Uz sin 0 =  0
n1 +  Uy +  ?T,^  =  1
Solving the first two equations, we get:
r i V 2 ( l + s i n 0 )^  . r iv ^ 2 ( l + s i n 0 )
= ------ ^ l 7 + l   2  s in g + 1
Substituting into the third equation we get:
+  !) +  "» =  !
For this equation to have a unique solution the normal vector must be coplanar with 
vectors and L^, i.e. we must require riy — 0. Then:
2 T f(l +  s in ^ ) , 2
( 2  sin ^ +  1 )2 (tan 0  +  1 ) =  1
Solving for T^:
^ 2  (2 sin ^ T  1)^ 1
■^1 = 0 / 1  , ::r2 _  (2 sin^  +  1)2 2 (1 -f sin ^) taii2 6  ^+  1 2 ( 1  + sin 0 )
T\ should be positive, therefore:
cos^ 9
( D 3 )
Thus if the dot product between a normal and the specular direction exceeds Ti, we 
are sure th a t the normal cannot be self-shadowed by the opposite illumination source.
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Figure D .l; Thresholding values T\ and Tg.
P ossib le  specu lar cone and th e  shadow  line o f th e  neighbouring light source
In a similar way we can determine the threshold which ensures th a t we do not pick 
facets th a t are self-shadowed under the neighbouring light sources.
For the sake of simplicity let us find this threshold for L i. It will be exactly the same 
for L 3 due to the symm etry of the system.
To find the threshold T2 , we use the same approach as before. It is easy to see tha t 
(v'* -L^) is always positive, th a t is, the specularity cone cannot lie inside the shadowing 
region. We need to solve the following system of equations in such a way th a t it has 
exactly one solution:
n • =  T2
n • Li =  0
\ M  = 1
This system becomes:
(DA)
—Hx COS 6 -f n^{l sin =  T2 \ / 2 ( l +  sin 9) 
Uy cos 9 — Uz sin 0 =  0  
n l  + n l  + n l  = l
Solving the first two equations in term s of we get:
7i2;(sin 0 -}-1) — T2  \ /2 ( l  4- sin 0)Ux =  —  -------------------   Uy = Uz tan  Icos 0
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Upon substitution to the th ird  equation we obtain:
f?i2(sm  0 +  1) — T 2>/2(1  +  sin 0 )^  g sh i^ u  g
n.
cos^ 0  ^cos%0
;(sin0 +  1) — T2 i^2 ( 1  +  sin 0)^ +  ?i^(sin^ 0 +  cos^ 0) =  cos^ 0
which leads to:
j^ l +  (1 +  sin0)^j — 2 rizT2 y j2 {l +  sin 0)(sin 0 +  1)
+ ( T | 2 ( l + s i n 0 ) - c o s 2  0) =  O
This is a quadratic equation with respect to For T2 to be the desired threshold, 
this equation has to have only one solution, th a t is its discriminant V  should be zero:
V  = 2T |(sin0  +  1)^ -  [1 +  (1 +  sin 0)2] | t |2 ( 1  +  sin0) -  cos^ 0 ] =  0
Solving this equation, we get:
2 T |(1 +  sin 0) =  cos^ 0 [l +  (1 T  sin0)2
Therefore the threshold T2 , which ensures th a t we do not pick up normals th a t could 
be self-shadowing under the neighbouring illuminant, is:
C O S 0
(D.5)
T2 never exceeds T\ for acceptable elevation migles (see Pig. D.l).
A ppendix  E
Explicit functional forms of 
coefficients for the tilt and slant 
responses
The feature response to changes in illumination tilt angle, according to (5.9), has the 
following form:
J ( /.i,  <7, r )  =  A t  sin(2r + a) Br s in (r + f3) -\-Cr
where
A t (o-, p , $ )  =  cos2  a  y ^ 0 i2  +  ^ ^
Bt (ct, /.t, ^ )  = jj? 2 cos a  sin
C t { ( 7 ,  w ) =  cos^ 4- sin^ a ( f )
011  —  022n((7 , /i, 0 ) =  arctan- 2012
/)((%,/ i ,0 )  =  a rc ta n ^ ^023
The feature response to changes in illumination slant angle, according to (5.10), has 
the following form:
0{jj,, a, r)  =  Aa  sin(2 r  +  7 ) 4- 
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Let us define:
x{r, 0 ) =  0 1 1  cos^ r  +  2 0 i2 cos r  sin r  +  0 2 2  sin^ r  
y(r, 0 ) =  0 1 3  cos r  +  0 2 3  sin r  
Then the coefficients have the following form:
2x(r,5>) +  033
7 (r, //, $ ) =  arctan
2
a ; ( r ,  0 )  -  033 
2/ ( r ,  <[>)
A p pendix  F
C om puting the illum ination  
vector L from the “quadratic 
vector X
Let us first rearrange the elements of X  into a m atrix Y  :
We want to identify such a vector L th a t m atrix LL^ is as close as possible to m atrix 
y .  To do that, we apply the Least Square Error method.
For each hypothetic illumination vector L define the estimation error e as:
i=l j= l
To find L which minimises S, we look for all local extrem a as the zeros of all partial 
derivatives:
d
dLk £ ( L )  =  - 2  ^  -  L j i t )  L i  =  0i=\
Thus: 3 3
^ y jtL i = Lfc^L? = |LpLfc
i=l i=l
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Rewriting the above in m atrix form, we obtain:
Y L  = |L|^L (F .l)
Therefore to reach the global minimum, the direction of L should coincide with the 
principal eigenvector of Y ,  and its squared length should be equal to its maximal 
eigenvalue.
A ppendix G
Variance of a linear com bination  
of random  variables
Let us consider a random  vector X  =  (zi,  æg,. . .  ^XnY'-, and its linear combination y 
with coefficients a  =  (ai, a 2 , . . . ,  y — A ^X . F irst of all, it is easy to show th a t the 
covariance m atrix E x  of a random vector is the averaged outer product of its de-biased 
version X  =  X  — X  with itself:
f  | ( x x ^ ) , j  =  £  {x[i]X[j]} =  c o v { x i , X j }
Let us now consider the variance of the linear combination:
=  £  {(!/ -  y ? }  = g {(A^X)(A^X)}
Explicitly rewriting the scalar products and rearranging the terms, we arrive to:
{A:^(XX:^)A} == A:^ 6: {xx^^} A
= A '^ E x A  (G .l)
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